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Volum• 27, No. 6 STATE l}NIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO SCHOOL OF LAW November 12, 1986 
.NY'~ Newly J>assed .Environmental Bond Act 
Will Cleanup· State's Hazardous Waste Sites 
by Lisa.Strain · ject of an informal panel discus- Milton Norsworthy, a plant As Wagner explained, the interested in this issue. "It's not 
The Environmental Quality sion at UJ3 on Wednesday, Oc­ manager at Olin Corporation, main problem which might . just the chemical companies" 
Bond Act, which · New York tober 29. The advantag~s and and Laura Wagner, of the New have inhibited passage of the who have produced these sites, 
State-voters approved on Tues- disadvantages· of the bill .w.ere York Public Interest Research Bond Act is that few people he said, but "other manufactur-
day, November 4'. was the sub- . debated by two speakers - Gr-oup (NYPIRG). knew about it, According to a · ers and even municipalities" 
The Bond Act will provide for. recent telephone survey con- .have contributed to them as 
$1.45 billion to be raised for the ducted by NYPIRG, only 15 per- well . "We know where our sites 
sale of gener-al obligation cent of those questioned knew are, then you turn around and 
bonds. Most ofthis, $1.2 billion, anything about the Bond Act. make us pay for other sites0 
will be dedicated to cleaning up However, 80 percent of the too." 
inactive ha:z;ardous 'waste sites, people questioned were in The Bond Act monies dedi-
with $100 million available to favor of it. cated for hazardous waste 
municipalities to ·assist in clos- Norsworthy, a member of the cleanup would be used for 
ing_non-hazardQu~ ,n1.111icipal . Bu.siness Council and last "Class 2" sites, those which are 
landfills. Of the 978 sites cur- . year's Cflair of the Chemical As- classified by DEC as presenting 
rently listed by the Department . sociation ·of New York, stated "animminentdanger"topublic 
of Environmental Conservation that Olin Corporation is in favor hea!th and safety, Wagner said. 
(DEC) as most urgently needing of the Bond Act. Olin produces The danger stems from the po-
cleanup, 216 are located .in the pesticide products and chemi- tential contamination of the 
Niagara Falls region. cals for making paints and groundwater supply, as well as 
State general revenues will bleaches. Many of these chem- from general exposure to 
be used to pay the bonds, but icals a.re considered hazardou~. hazardous wastes within the 
industry fees will reimburse the Norsworthy stressed the prob- site. 
State general1und for one half lem of "orphan sites, " for which The problem with avoiding 
of . the debt service (principal no responsible party can be landfill storage as an alterna-
and int~rest) incurred for clean- identified. tive, Norsworthy stated, is that 
ing up these sites. The chemical industry is very continued o_n page /3Laura ~agner and Milton Norsworthy discuss Bond Act. f2!!!1er Teacher Recounts Trip to Chile .. 
-Only about . 20 students study the human rights .situa• ·· ·-laywo'ft:1eti fro'm "all ·.over the . .icans ·.were -"'pl'-66~Bly, flying . ~-t'ea'rrl', indicated %at' dl.i~ing·· a 
showed up on Wednesday, Oc- tion; and ·to bond the partner- United Stat••• arrived in San- ·• some of the planes which were state of siege, homes may be 
tober 29 to · hear fo'rmer Ken- Ship formed one year ago be- tiago, Chile on the morning of involved in the attack · on searched withQut warrants, all 
more school teacher Carol Alt tween the UCC and the Pen- Sunday, 'September 7. It was Allende. public meetings are banned, all 
. discuss "Images of Chile," and tecostal Church of Chile." Mrs. that night th~t an aftempt was Mrs. Alt explained that there opposition news services are 
her impressions of the· current Alt remarked that it mig~t seem made on the life of General are Jhree kinds of "states;," a suspended, and strict curfews 
state of siege in that country. strange that the UCC would Agosto Pinochet Ugarte, 'the state of danger, state of are enforced. Mrs. Alt esti-
The hour-long talk was spon- .. form a partnership with the military leader of Chile. That at- emergency, and state of siege. mated that in the 13 years in 
sored jointly by the Latin Amer- Pentecostal Church; however, tempt on Pinochet's life The report of the factfinding continued on page 14 
ican Task Force of the National both groups are very concerned plunged Chile intQ a state, of 
Lawyers' Guild, the Latin, Asian with human rights, and the UCC , siege. 
and Native American Law Stu- is hoping to find ways to im- Pinochet, with the help of'the 
dents Association (LANALSA), prove the political, social and' . CIA, seized power in Chile in 
and the Buffalo Public Interest economic situation in an ex- 1973, with the assassination of 
Law Program (BPILP). tremely poor and oppressed socialist leader Salvador Al-
Mrs. Alt's discussion focused country. lende. Allend_e was killed while 
on a slideshow of 'pictures from Mrs. Alt, who taught in the in La Moneda, the capitol build-
herrecenttrip to Chile. She was Kenmore-Tonawanda school ing in Santiago. Mrs. Alt 
one of eight American mem- system for 19 years, had taken showed a. picture of the plaza 
bers of the United Church of a leav,e of absence two ·years which houses the governmer,t 
Christ (UCC) who were sent to ago to work on a masters de- buildiri'gs, and pointed out that 
Chile by the United Church gree in nutrition. Her intent was the surrounding· buildings still 
Board of World Ministries and to use her knowledge to help ·in bear the marks of bullets which 
the UCC Office for Church in So- Third World countries. Her re- were fired in 1973 during the · 
ciety. They were hosted by the cent trip to Chile was· the sec- military coup. One of the . 
'Latin American Council of ond ·of such trips. She spent group's tour guides had 
Churches. some time in Nicaragua in Jan- suggested that "Chilean pilots 
The group prepared a report uary. could not have done such a 
of their two-week stay in Chile Mrs. Alt's group, composed good job," and the general feel-
which listed their aims as: "to · of five miFtisters and three ing was and still is that Amer- Students are told truth behind "arpieres ." 
,Canadiail an,d American Rights Discussed-...-------------, 
Canadian civil liberties was sociology at Dalhousie Univer- and all of those who were to- · Canadians had to create a dif-
the topic of a colloquim held at sity in Nova Scotia and .a visit- tally opposed to the rights of ference. "American have a un- Inside... 
the Law School on October 24. ing professor at UB this yeaF; the individual, admired the ifying picture of themselves but 
Two speakers .an~ two com- and David Fraser, · also of state, and admired tradition in Canada people live in cultural 
mentators discussed at length Dalhousie, a visiting professor · went to Canada." . clusters and have no larger loy- · The FBI . . ..... 2 
the state of 1individual rights at the Law School. Sharing a continent witt, a na- alty to Canada. We c ouldn't 
north of the border and what Speaking first, Callwood in- tion devoted to individualism imagine a House -un-Canadian 
The COO . .. . . . . 6
· effect the Charter of Rights and troduced a recurring th!:!_me of forced Canadians to emphasize Activities Committee; none of 
Freedoms may have on them. the colloquium, the difference their own !ove of the state to us could ever identify what it is 
The four panelists were June between Canadian and Amer- maintain their own identity. A to be Canadian." 7GSLCallwood, col~mnist for the To- ican perceptions of civil liber- . "garrison mentaliti(' created by ·B.ecause of the sty/e of Cana-
ronto Globe and Mail and vice ties. According to Callwood, threats JJf invasion from the dian law, said Callwood, .civil 
president of ttie Cana~ian Civil Canadians trust the state and south "tended to reinforce the liberties haven't been consi - The Boy Mechanic 9 
Liberties Association; Jamie believe' in authority, unlike Ame'ri- Canadian· "attitudes of love of dared ·very important there 
Cameron, professor of Cana- cans. "The American Revoh,1tion state and tradition, intensitylng - even under the "Americaniz-
dian and United States ,Con- created two countries," she them to make a distinction" be- ing" influence of the 1982 Char- 10 
stitutional Law at Osgoode Hall said, "All the people sympa- tween the two co.untries sepa- . ter of Rights and Freedoms. ' 
Law School at ~ork University thetic to the rights of the indi- rated by an imaginary line of Canada, "still tends to control all 
SBA Briefs .. 
15Buffalo's Bar~in Toronto; Edgar Friedenberg, vidual and overthrowJng the latitude. kinds of social pro~lems with 
prJJfessor of education and state went to the United States These attitud·es were a,11 . - ~~ - co111in11t'cl on puge 12 
... 
_BLSA and LANALSA Hold Pot-Luck S 
Students and faculty had the 
opportunity to sample every­
thing from the ordinary to the 
exotic at the "Faculty Cultural 
Culinary Social" held at 6 p.m. 
on Thursday, October 23 in the 
fifth floor faculty. lounge. The 
event was co-sponsored by the 
Black Law Students Association 
and the Latin, Asian & Native 
American Law Students Associ­
ation. 
Those in attendance treated 
their palates to everything from 
lo mein curry to rice and beans 
to Buffalo chicken wings. And, 
for' those with a sweet tooth, 
_there was cheesecake, peach 
cobbler, and rum chocolate 
cake with cherries, among 
other diet-shattering desserts. 
In addition to the food, the ap­
proximately 50 people in atten­
d,pnce were also treated to 
m'i:l'Sic and poetry readings. 
The FBI: Looking for a Few GoodLawStudents 
by Paul W. Kullman crimes have gone down. Academy in Quantico, Virginia. first four years. After their ploys 8,80() agents, only 650 are 
In pointing o.ut that the Fed- "More money leaves through Once there, acc~rding to Kog\Jt, fourth year, they are placed in women, according · to K_ogut. 
eral Bureau of Investigation is embezzlement now than bank a candidate takes the equiva- one of the agency's "top 12 of- "We're especially looking for 
"always" looking for law stu- robberies," he continued. "The lent of an undergraduate load fices" like Chicago or San women and minorities." 
dents, special agent Mike Kogut · average bank robbery nets of courses; learns to use fire- Diego. Agents do have sqme Kogut said an agent's "typi-
said chances for employment $2,000-2,500 whereas the aver- arms; and undergoes a series input in this placement accord- cal" hours run from 8:15 a.m. 
with the agency are especially age embezzler makes around of physical fitness tests. ing to Kogut. "After that time, · to 5 p.m., "but you're subject 
"excellent" for graduates over $100,000." Pending satisfactory comple- you can pick the place you want to call-ins at all hours of the day 
the next five years. Kogut said there are three tion, the final step involves ac- to go." and night." Neve'rtheless, 
Kogut, along with partner other areas from which the FBI ceptance into the agency and Kogut said salaries for special Kogut said he can't think of a 
Paul Moskal, spoke with stu- seeks to recruit people : foreign assignment to a bureau. The agents start at $24,011·. But, more rewarding job. 
· dents on Friday, October 24 in languages, the sciences, and total process takes approxi- when a candidate is assigned "Based on my 21 years, I can't 
O'Brian Hall room 210 on career those possessing a "diver- mately nine months to a year to his or her first bureau, some- conceive of a job with a higher 
opportunities with the FBI. sified" background. He said the to complete. time before the end of the first level of independence, · de-
Kogut said that over the next agency employs a seven-step Kogut said after joining the year, the salary jumps to cisionmaking, executives pay, 
five years, the agency will re- "deselection process" ·to deter- FBI, agents must be willing to $30,000. and the ability to belong to an 
place approximately 50 percent mine which candidates will go accept tran~fers during their While the _FBI currently em-. elite group." 
of its 8,800-employees nation- on to become special agents. 
wide. The first step, according to UB Law Grad Discusses FBI Career: 
A native of Buffalo and a 21- Kogut, involves taking a written 
year veteran of the agency, exam which tests memory, "Exce!lent _()pportunit,es" ·Are Available. Kogut said the FBI remains the reading comprehension, psy-
principal law enforcement chological profile and per- by Paul W. Kul_lwan agency's in°house counsel in ferent after graduation. 
agency in the country, respon- sonality traits. Law students interested in Washington, .. D.C. Currently, "I wanted to be cl Sherlock 
sible for investigating 250 viola- Assuming a candidate scores careers "at the cutting edge" this· division employs 60-75 at~ Holmes, a James Rockford," 
tions of federal !aw. "And the enough points, Kogut said the where they will have to use torneys." The second way is to Moskal said. "I felt I could prac-
list continues to grow. next litep involves a personal their legal education "to tell become a principal legal ad- tice law any time, 'and that I 
"We're anticipating a very interview. "We're looking for when the gray starts to turn visor, the position which Mos- could always go back if I didn't 
large hiring year because of the certain personality traits. Prior white or black" ought to con- kal holds. like it at the FBI." 
number of agents retiring, " he conduct predicts future con- sider the Federal Bureau of In- "In my position, you provide Moskal, who began his career 
said. "You can retire after 20 duct." vestigation ; according to spec- continuing legal education· to in the Buffalo office, also 
years if you reacn age 50... Next, a background investi- ial agent Paul Moskal. the agents in your depart- worked in New York; Monter-
Kogut said that traditionally, gation is conducted an,d the Moskal , a UB Law School_ ment," he said. "You tell your rey, California; Cleveland; and 
the FBI has•especially recruited candidate must undergo a com- graduate, and partner Mike people what the state courts San Diego before choosing to 
from two segments of tne edu- plete physical. Kogut said the Kogut spoke to a group of 21 say, what the Supreme Court come back to Buffc1lo. Recently, 
cation population; those seg- investigation of one candidate students on Friday, October 24 says. You review every affidavit he's been involved with the 
ments including people with , ... costs the agency about $12,-000. in O'Brian Hall room 210 on for a .search warrant, wire tap, bank robbery incident at the 
law and accounting degrees. Step four involves a physical career opportunties with the etc. You do everything you Clarence Mall where one of the 
"Because today's society is fitness test and step five re- FBI. Kogut said the agency will could imagine." suspects claimed to have a 
ready to sue at the drop of a quires· a drug test, including a replace approximately 50 per- Despite his legal duties, Mos- bomb, and the · threatened 
hat, we need people to serve as urinalysis, Kogut said. cent of its 8,800 employees kal said he considers himself a hijacking incident at Buffalo In-
advisors to the FBI," he said. Step six calls for the agency within the next five years so op- special agent "first and ternational Airport. 
"And we need accountants be- to make a "broad base selec- portunities are "excellent." foremost," and "then an attor- "As the crimes have become 
cause of the growing number ti~n . We look at the total pic­ According to Moskal, there ney." The seven year veteran more complex, the laws have 
of white collar crime. We've ture" of a candidate, he said. If are two ways to use a legal edu- said that while he clerked for an become more complex," Mos-
gotten ·out of gambling, pros­ selected,. a candidate then cation within the FBI. The first attorney during law school, he kal said. "Thus the need for at-
titution, and extortion as these spends 16 weeks at the FBI is to become a part of the knew he wanted something dif- torneys." 
Law School Yearbook Needs Student Volunteers 
by Vincent Doyle The Advocate, last year's year- on the yearbook would not be _ year's book was great. With a Newell said that any in­
Efforts to publish a Law book. To gauge student in- a "large commitment. "My larger number of people con­ terested students should COJl- · 
School yearbook for 1986-87 terest, two fliers were sent out view is if we get enough people/ tributing, it can be better." tact her in O'Brian Hall room 
are underway, but organizers at the beginning of the semes- together to put in enough "Getting it off the ground was 312. Luzier added that in­
are searching for more student ter. According to Newell, eight time ... and organize it well, the greatest contribution of last terested students can also leave 
volunteers, according to Assis- students responded. An organi- we can do it." year and I just want to keep it him a note in his mailbox, #710. 
tant Dean Aundra Newell. zational meeting was then held, Newell also feels that careful going," said Luzier. 
Newell said the students and but only three students at- organization is necessary for 
administrators involved in the tended. the yearbook, to be a success. 
yearbook so far are very "gung Newell feels the yearbook She remarked that with good 
ho," but plans aren't set yet. can be published by eight stu- organization, an early start, and 
"We're trying to get some dents, "as long as the interest an adequate budget, this year's 
sense of student support." and expertise is there," She Advocate could be better than 
Last year a yearbook for the pointed out that last year's Advo- last year's. 
Law School was published for cate was published by a small Last year's Advocate was re­
the first time in 12 years, ac- number of people. ceived with "a very positive 
cording to Newell. "We would SBA Vice President Jack reaction~" according to Newell. 
not like to lose the momentum Luzier, a third year student who The 64-page book contained 
now." attended the organizational phojographs and biographies 
Newell explained that as the meeting, feels that more stu- of ' the graduating students 
new assistant dean of admis- dents are needed. "Everybody along with_pho\ographs of the 
sions and student activities, she loves (the yearbook), but we various Law School activities. 
felt it was her duty to explore need people to back it up.,.. Luzier thinks last year's book 
the J>Ossibilities of continu_ing Luzier explained that working was very good. "Overall, last 
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George and Wade enjoy casual conversation before dinner. 
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Nader. Atldresses Public Interest Law Students 
Over 60 _law students repre- re,,reaentation. Washington, DC. 20003. · involving the bar more actively Ralph Nader. He challenged law 
senting 30 law schools from Together they· raise over • Michael Caudell-Feagan, in funding programs, and es- students to act now to remove 
' across the country gathered in $500,000 annually fo,r summer NAPIL's executive director, ' tablishlng clearinghouse ser- the injustices which exist in the 
Washington, DC for athree day granti and full-year fellow- said, "NAPIL was set up by law vices for public interest em- law school classroom, legal cur-
conference' on pub_lic, interest ships. Douglas ·Phelps, former students to help those dedi- ployment opportunities. Prom- riculum and . legal community. 
law. The October 17-19 confer- administratorfor public service cated to serving the public in- inent public interest lawyers led Nader noted, "Too often law 
ence was sponsored by the Na- placement at Harvard Law terest. This manual is simply panel discussions on the role of · students concentrate on de-
tional Association for Public In- School, referred to -such efforts a first step. · Much more •is the public interest lawyer and veloping their analytical skills 
terest Law (NAPIL), an associa- as -"the most commendable de- planned." the need for law school reform. but allow their normative skills 
tion of law school-based public velopmen~ of the past decade . NAPIL currently distributes a Speakers included: Joel -Ario, to atrophy. Law schools narrow 
interest funding organizations. when it comes to the legal pro- newsletter and travels to ·1aw coordinator of national projects the brightest minds by teaching 
Many of. the conference at- fession taking responsibility for schools throughout-the country for the Public Interest Research them to play logic games while 
tendees were leaders of in- insuring · the survival and to tell students aboutthe poten- Groups; Barbara Bezdek, assis- ignoring rampant injustice." 
come-sharing programs atthei~ growth of public interest law." tiai of income-sharing. Soon tant professor of law at the new 
schools. These programs pro- To assist schools witho'ut NAPIL will release a manual on City University of New York . Nader encouraged students 
vide funding· for law students existing programs, NAPIL un- loan-forgiveness programs (law Law School~ Alan Houseman, to open their e'{es by leaving 
and lawyers working for public veiled · its _new publication, school programs designed to - director -of the Center for Law the library and spending time 
i,:iterest groups and under-rep- . "Tithing for Justice;"' atthe con- alle,; iate the debt burden of at- and Social Policy; Ellyn Weiss, in poverty stricken' areas or in· 
resented segments of the popu- ference. Tt:iis manual is a step- torneys working in low-paying general counsel to the Union of communities with toxic waste 
lation . . The law student and by-stepguidetoest.ablishingan publicinterestjobs),andacom- Concerned Scientists . and dumps ir their back yards. 
alumni members o,f ·income- income-sharing program · and pilation of resources available partner _at Harmon and Weiss; "Take the anger that you'll feel 
sharing programs contribute a supplements the clearinghouse for students interested in public and Bill Roberts, counsel to the back with you into the class­
percentage of their summer or services already provided by interest work. House of Representatives Sub- room and start working to 
yearly salary to help persons the associatio~. Copies of the Activities at the · three day committee on Commerce, change a legal system which so 
· and interests that are often manual are available from the conference included work- Transportation and Tourism. grossly misallocates legal tal­
excluded from the courts and association's office · at 215 shops on promoting public in- The conference concluded ent," he added. 
legislatures gain access to legal Pennsylvania -Avenue, .SE terest work within law schools, with an inspirational address by 
·New York DA Elmore Tells of Life in the Big Apple 
by Shelley Rene Rice 
John Elmore, _an assistant to protect victims, not to convict careers after four years. The and it allows interns to accom­ award. Summer housing is- a­
district attorney from New York innoc1;1nt people." Elmore as­ starting salary of an assistant pany district attorney , into ac­ vailable at Columbia Univer­
City, spoke , to students about sured us that working in the New district attorney is $24,000 with tual litigation proceedings. In­ sity. Interested first and second 
the benefits of wi;irking in the York City District Attorney's Of­ a $1,000 increase after passing terns are paid $100 per week, year · students should apply in 
New • York City · District Attor­ fice is good .training to be­ the bar, then periodic increases and may be subsidized by col­ December 1986 for the 1987 
ney's. Office. Elmore was come a trial attorney. New en­ up to $10,000 over a three year lege work study or some other suinmer internship program. 
polished, professional, · and trants go through a three week period. 
well-dressed, and this expelled orientation, with extensive The New York City District At­
any of my illusions that as an training in trial technique and torney's Office is seeking to hire Library ·Exhibit Policy
assistant district attorney I evidence, and sign up for a ' mature individuals with discre­
The Law Library display facilities available· on an equitablewould be destined to live a pov­ three year commitment to the .tion who are organized and able basis, regardless of the beliefs or
. cases are available to memberserty-striken subsistence ·exis­ prosecutor's office. On the av­ to work independently. Third affiliations of individuals or groupsof the law school communitytence, and a polyester-suit des­ erage, an assistant district at­ year students in,erested in get­ requesting their use. (law students, faculty and libr:ar­tiny. A ·graduate of Syracuse torney works from 8 a.m. to 7 ting appointed to the New York 
ians) for law-related exhibits.University and a ·former New p.m., with mandatory night City District Attorney's Office Requests for exhibit spaceSpace is available as provided
. York State Trooper, h·e felt right duty. The New York Ci~ District full time in 1987 should submit should be directed to Pr·ofessorin the American Library Associ­at home in Buffalo, reminiscing Attorney's Office allows new a letter and resume by Febr\,Jary Gibson, Law Library Director,ation's Library Bill of Rights,about his nightmares of taking entrants to litigate prior -to 1987. Summer internship posi­ 205 O'Brian Hall. Requests will 
_sec. 6 which reads:the bar exam in O'Brian Hall. being admitted to the· bar,- but tions are available for firs.t and be handled in the order re­
He sincerely seemed to enjoy they must pass the bar after sit­ · second year students. The in­ ceived and on a space available Libraries which make exhibit.his job and stressed that a pro­ ting three times, or they will be . ternship program begins in June basis. Exhibits will be limited tospaces .. . available to the public
secutor's job is "not to obtain . asked to resign. Most assistant . and lasts ten weeks. It includes they serve should ·make such a duration of one month. 
district attorney's go on to other . a thtee week training program, 
Getting a Job and Keeping.It .••.·coo and Go.!Go·!Go! 
Intro to CDO Sources and Job Hunting Tips Doled dot 
by John Bonazzi 
If there is one thing that 
makes law students cringe -
even more so thah a Bill Rehn­
quist Restrictive Covenant or 
the Great Dean Search 
Travesty- it has to be the 
search for the meaning of the 
Law School cosmos: a job. It 
must be quite distressing for 
students to realize that after 
three years of work, there is 
'then the necessity to go search­
ing for even more work. It is just 
enough to make one give up 
law and take on something that 
requires no skill or compe­
tence - like a business degree, 
for example. 
One wonders where to begin. 
That is what this article is a·11 
about. (It beats reading Con­
tracts.) For those who see the 
job search process as the equi-
valent of "On your mark ... get 
set ... get set ... get set . . . ," 
you'll be pleased to learn that 
things aren't really that bad. 
The Law School has a solid 
career assistance program with 
helpful resources and the per­
sonnel (even if there are only 
two of them) to provide valu­
able assistance. 
In general, the first thing to 
. do is to learn about the legal 
field. By becoming familiar with 
the entire field, •one can then 
make informed and even semi­
rational choices regarding in­
terests and career paths. Until 
you've accomplished this the 
rest is just a waste of 
everyone's time. 
A really good way to explore 
the law profession is to become 
familiar with certain helpful · 
publications. Two good •ones 
are The National ·Law Journal 
and Student Lawy.er, an ABA 
publication with articles of in­
terest to the law student. 
Once you have an idea of 
where you want to go, the next 
step is discovering specific in­
formation about the job market 
in the legal and geographical 
areas in which you wish to 
work. There are many.ways to 
do this as you'll see, and net­
working is certainly an impor­
tant one. 
Networking is a process in 
which, while working in a cho­
sen area of law, the student 
makes contacts and uses those 
contacts to develop new in­
ternship/job leads. If, for exam­
ple, you are interersted in doing 
civil litigation in Buffalo, yo·u 
would want to start by network­
ing. 
The first step would be to 
work one-on-one with a local at­
torney currently involved in liti­
gation work. This not only al­
lows you the opportunity to 
truly evaluate your interest in 
this area, but also to learn some 
1 
valuable pointers, and more im­
portantly, meet the people in 
Buffalo who practice civil litiga­
tion law. 
While it may seem obvious, 
the next thing is to do a great 
job. Good attorneys are a dime 
a dozen; outstanding ones 
are a rare (and sought after) 
commodity. Get involved in 
your job, even if it is only a five 
or ten hour per week position. 
Make them your five or ten 
most enthusiastic and moti­
vated hours. (Except for Thurs­
day night Bennigans' parties, of 
course I) Show a continuing in­
terest in the attorney's work, 
and volunteer for as!iignments· 
when possible. 
Once you've convinced the She implores students to take the school each year for student this: a student punches into the 
people in your office that you're advantage of this program, not­ interviews. Notices of these re­ computer the area of'law, the 
both motivated and competent, ing that only a very disappoint­ . cruitment trips are put up out­ geographic region, and the size 
you should begin to make con­ ing few did so last year. For side .COO. firm s/he is interested in·, and 
tacts. Talk to the attorneys. more information, please see the computer will spit out all ofAssuming you've identified 
They love to give advice. Ask coo. the firms 1md organizations thatthe firm or organization you
them. Find out what the em­ Another resource is the fit that de§crlption. Think of the '<--r-·wish to apply to, you should 
ployment picture is both in that • Career Panels that visit the enormous time-saver this willthen research it. Learning about 
firm and in that job market. sch.ool. If you attended the one be! (If only legal research couldthe firm and its strengths and 
Chances are that if your boss held recently on Mantiattan Dis­ be so easy!)
·opportunities is the one thing
can't hire you, he will know of trict Attorney office positions, that law students fail to do One problem, though. Be­
someone. in that market who you probably got a feel for what cause our Schoolmost. There is nothing more Law obvi­
will . they are all about. There will be ously views CDO with having ·embarrassing than being asked 
An important variable here is more of these in the spring. in an interview about that firm all of the importance of, say, our 
market proximity. That is, how and not being able to give an Dean Search Committee,If you are interested in a pub­far removed from Buffalo the informed response. If that isn't they've limited that office to ·lic interest career, you've comejob market you wish to work in a kiss of death, then nothing is. two people. Not exactly NYU orto the right school! Besides anis located. The reason for this, Once you've ' learned about Harvard, who have as manyactive public interest studentof course, is that the familiarity the firm (contacts are important people on their staff as we haveorganization, there is a publicof our school'.s reputation is in­
·not only for the leads, but for people unable to find parkinginterest advisor, Diane Dean, lo­versely proportional to the dis­
.this information too!) you every morning. (Now, that's acated in room 627. By beingtance bf a particular market placed on the Public Interest should set up an interview. This lot of people I) from Buffalo. While we are be- is where coo ·comes in. How­Mailing List, you will receive_ As a result, even the first year coming better known outside of ever, remember: COO assistsnotices of availab.le public in­ students may never see thisWestern New York each and the student; it doesn't do theterest internships and posi­ service; never mind the second every year, graduates will still work for the student.tions. Ms. Dean is always happy and thir'd year stud_ents, whofind it somewhat difficult to 
to review resumes and cover The first thing to prepare is need it most. Presently, thecrack new markets. 
letters for public interest ·posi­ your resume. CDO, always CDO staff must _work on thisWhen networking, especially 
tions. bombarded with questions and · project during their spare time.when it is in a distant city like 
pleas .for assistance, will be It will require hundreds andPhiladelphia or Boston, the per­ In addition, COO co-sponsors 
glad to help, but asks that you hundreds of• hours and prob­son(s) to contact are alumni. the Public Interest/Public Ser­
help yourself first. In other ably will not be in existence inAlumni can be especially help­ vice Symposium in New York 
words, attend a resume work­ even its most b.asic form untilful in describing the job market City each year. This worthwhife 
shop prior to seeing CDO for 1988, and not available in anyin that area and providing program offers the public in­
help in putting together that re­ usefulJorm until 1990, unlessleads. Be aware of one fact, terest-oriented student the op­
however; whiie alumni can be portunity for · a job search sume! Resume workshops are CDO gets some much-needed 
being held presently - consult help wJ.th this. Since this is for ·helpful, they will be very criti­ among a group of assembled 
the previous CDO newsletter the students' benefit, a couplecal, as they don't want you to organizations committed to 
for information on these. of hours a week invested byruin their reputation, or the that area. Student resumes are 
each stydent would go a longAlong with the resume, an in­
way in 'getting this service onteresting and well-written cover 
line by late next year.letter will do wonders in getting 
you an interview. Do not look In s_um, if you're a third year 
at this as an unimportant re­ student and any of this article 
sume enclosure. Many times, it came as a surprise, you'd better 
is the cover letter, and not the get hopping. Job security- is 
resuni'e, that secures the appli- about to pass you by! For sec­
• cant an interview. Again, COO ond year students, you should 
·(and the Public Interest Office if be well on your way to making 
that is your career choice) is contacts, setting up summer in­
happy to help, but you should ternships and, in general, be­
attend a workshop prior to ginning the networking process 
seeking help. described above. Next year will 
generally be too late.CDO can also be helpful in as­
sisting you with the initial con­ For first year students, you 
tact, interview, and follow-up. need-to get starte.d now. At the 
You should keep CDO informed risk of adding to ·the stress of 
of the status of your job hunt. the current year, you should. 
· When you become aware that bear in mind that, in many re­
you will not be accep,ing an spects, this year's ·grades are 
offer that has been extended to the most important. you'll re­
you, you should decline the ceive. You need tQ do well if you 
offer immediately. By doing are to land a corporate or other 
CDO dir,•ctor Audrey Ko.Kielniak . this, you allow the employer to high-paying, c,:ompetitive posi­
·extend the offer to another de­ tion.
school's for that matter. accepted, and job interviews serving person, and don't You should be attending theYou may be wondering how are granted. Again, see COO for 
. poison the COO-Contact re- resume workshops and par­to get the ball rolling in the first details on, this. 
. lationship, so that students in • ticipating in the One-to-Oneplace. How do you develop con­ Once you've done all this and future years are able to use this Program. Don't be left outin the· tacts, or set up an internship? have acquainted .yourself with source. For a refresher on job cold. It may seem very early toThankfully, the Career Develt>p­ the area of law you wish to prac­ search standards, see the COO you, but actually, deadlines for 
ment Office in general, and Au­ tice in, the next thing to do is newsletter dated October 24. some summer internships aredrey Koscielniak in particular, get that position I COO main­ Another service that COO is quickly approaching. Youhave set up.some very interest­ tains a Job Book, in which ·list- · curre.ntly putting .together, should begin exploring the pos•ing programs to get that ball ings are kept on various legal which will be very val\,lable to sibilities soon. Besides, it beats
rolling. positions. Leads for jobs and in­ students conducting their job Civil Procedure. And there's 
An absolutely fantastic way ternships are pqsted on the bul­ search, and which will make . much less reading! 
to establish that initial contact letin board outside COO. Also, that job search infinitely easier, Remember, the job search 
fs by taking advantage of CDO's firms and organizations recruit­ is the computerization of all em­ will be only as productive - or 
One-to-One Program. In this ing for positions are brought to ployment data. It will work like trau!'"atic - as ·you make it. 
program, students spend a half­
day with an attorney, observing 
them in practice. This gives the Summer Legal Program
student a sense of what law 
practice is all about, and allows The editors of the National Corpqration Grantee Programs early for these highly competi­the .student to· make better-in- and Federal Legal Employment and National Support Centers. tive pos_itions.formed placement. decisions. :Report announce the publica­ Each Guide entry lists the fol-
~Ingle copies of the 1987COO maintains a card file on tion of the 1987 Sun:,mer Legal lowing program information: Guide are $12, including post­participating attorneys. There Employment Guide. • Application address 
age and handling. Orders of 10 . 
are available different types of This seventh annual edition • Salary or, stipend 
or·more copies 11re $10 each. law p~actice and different firm of the Guide contains detailed • Eligibilityrequirements 
sizes. Ms. Koscielniak stresses information about hur:idreds of • · Number of positions Copies may be ordered from 
that this is not a job placement legal positions for law students • Application deadline Federal Reports, Inc., 1010 _Ver­
program, but an opportunity to available in Summer, 1987 with • Program description mont Avenue, N.W., Suite 408, 
see what the law is all . about. 65 Federal departments and • Application forms Washingtop, D.C. 20006 . .Visa/ 
As she said, "Y_ou -can't make agencies,·plus international or­ Order the 1987 G1,1ide now so MasterCard accepted, call (202) 
career decisions in a vacuum." ganizations and Legal Services tbat you will be able to appl,y 393-3311. . ' 
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Amount of.GSL~· Dollars Available Increases· 
byKathyPeterangeloJohnson 
_ As many of you may know by 
n~w. there has been an impor• 
tant piece of legislation signed 
by President Re!lgan on Oc-
tober ·20 which will affect the 
processirig 'piocedures 1pr 
Guaranteed Studen~ Loan ap-
plicants. Some of the changes 
resulting from this enactment 
will be of benefit to you; how-
ever, as usual, most of the 
changes will cause problems in 
getting GSL funding . 
The good news is that the 
new legislation increases the 
amount of GSL and ALAS (now 
known as SLS - Supplemehtal 
Loans for Students) funding an-
nually available to students. Be-
ginning next year, students can 
request ·up to $7,500/year from 
the GSL program and $4,000/ 
year from ALAS. Presently, 
th~re -is a $5,000/year cap or 
GSL and $3,000/year cap on 
ALAS. 
Now for the BAD news ... Ef- · 
fective as of Octo.ber 20, all 
schools are required to· use a 
Family Contribution (F.C;) in as-
sessing your GSL ·eligibility. 
Ttie Family Contr_ibution is cal-
cu lated from the information on 
the Financial Aid Form. (FAF). 
How does thi_s change things? 
Well, prior to that date, the 
school was not required to use 
a Family Contribution as long 
as the combined · family ad-
justed gross income was less 
tt,an $30,000. In other words, if 
your total family income was 
less than $30,000, the formula 
used to determine your GSL 
eligibility was basically .cost of 
attendance less aid. Under the 
new reg.ulati'ons, a Family Con-
tribution will be used in cal-
cu la.ting your GSt. eligibility 
even~;, the income is under 
$30,000. The formula used to 
calculate your GSL in all cases 
as of October 20 is cost less aid, 
LESS FAMILY CONTRIBUTION. 
For many of you, the im-
plementation of the new GSL 
formula will not have a signifi-
cant effect; however, it is quite 
possible that the inclusion of 
the·F.C. may reduce the amount 
of GSL monies which you may 
receive. F.C. could be derived from one 
Forstudentswhosefamilyin- of two sources. In most ·cases, 
comes have always exceeded the F.C. was calculated from the 
$30,000 (and thus a F.C. has al- information on the FAF using a 
ways been used in assessing federal formula. The school 
their eligibility for a GSL), the could also .derive the F.C. by 
new legislation may also havJ using federal charts. These 
an effect on you. In the past, the charts listed an income level 
and a corresponding F.C. (de­
pending on the number of per­
sons in the household). As long 
as you were not in receipt of 
NDSL or CWS, the school could 
use the F.C. from either the FAF 
or federal charts. In such cases, 
the school would use the lower 
of the two figures in order to 
ensure you of the maximum 
loan eligibility. 
Under the new regs, the fed­
eral charts have been elim­
inated. As a result, the Family 
Contribution as derived from 
the FAF is the only acceptable 
figure which the school may 
use. This may result in a larger 
F.C. than that used in previous 
years, especially for families 
with significant assets. 
ALAS eligibility will still be 
calculated using the formula of 
cost less aid. An F.C. is notused 
in determining your eligibility. 
for ALAS. 
Please stop by if you have any 
questions pertaining to these 
changes. As more information 
becomes available, I'll let you 
know. 
FinancialAidFormsAreNow Available in Spanish . 
Spa~ish-speaking New Yor-
kers will now ~e abl~ to _requ_est 
stat~ stu_dentf1~anc1~I aid ~smg 
applications written m their na-
tive langua~e, Dr. Dolores E. 
Cross, . President of the New 
York_ State Higher ~ducation 
Services Corporation an-
nounced Wednesday, October 
29. 
Twenty-two - thousand Span-
ish-language versions of 
the 1986-87 New York State 
Student Payment Application 
are being distributed this week 
to colleges, high schools, public 
libraries, and various commu-
nity-based organizations state-
wide-marking the first tim~ 
the form has been available . 
in a ,anguage other than En-
glish. Free copie~ _may al~~ be 
~e_quested by wntmg to: ~ol-
1c1tud Para Pagos Estud1an-
tiles," NYSHESC, 99 Washington 
Avenue.Albany, New York 12255. 
~he ~tudent Payment ~ppli-
cation 1s us~d to request fman-
cial aid through 14 major state 
grant and · scholarship pro-
grams, including the Tuition 
Assistance Program (TAP) and 
the Regents College Scholar-
ships p'rogram. It also contains 
general information regarding 
each program, such as eligibil-
ity requirements and maximum 
award amounts. The ·applica-
tion booklet is reprinted annu-
ally, in accordance with Rro-
gram changes. 
. "Fro~ now on, the . applic~:. 
tIon _will also be printed_ I~ 
Spanish on an annual basis, 
s~id Dr._Cross. "_By making it.av-
atlable m· Spamsh, we hope to 
encourage more Hispanic stu-
dents and parents and prospec-
tive students to explore the 
various state financial aid op-
portunities and apply for ap-
propriate assistance." , 
"Higher education is more 
critical for the future of His-
panics now than ~ver before," 
said Shirley Rodriguez Re-
meneski, executive director of 
the Governor's Office for His-
panic Affairs. "I applaud 
HESC's decision to make the 
JaGk Kemp Hails Federal · Tax Reform 
Now It's Time to ·Tackle N.Y. State
'. 
Washington, D.C.- Rep. Jack 
Kemp (R-N.Y.) participating in 
President Reagan's signing of 
the Ta~ Reform Act of 1986 on 
the White House lawn hailed · 
the .new legislation, and in a 
telegram to New York's Gov. 
Cuomo called for "an im­
mediate, and top· priority plan 
to reduce New York State's in­
centive-crushing income tax 
rates." · 
"After many premature re­
ports of its death," said Kemp, 
"tax reform is now a reality. 
While I would have done some 
things differently, this new bill 
is a real winner for the Amer­
ican worker and a triumph for 
the American system. I am hon­
ored to have_played a role in 
helping to forge the goals of tax 
reform, beginning in earnest 
with the 1981 tax rate cut and 
continuing with the bipartisan 
tax reform bill signed by the 
President today." 
Kemp said, "I am especially 
pleased that the new tax bill 
contains key features of the 
Kemp-Kasten plan : about the 
same top income tax rate, a full 
$2,000 personal exemption to 
help America's families, re­
moval of 6 1/2 million poor 
people from the tax rolls, and 
retention of important middle 
income deductions like home 
·mortgage interest, property 
tax, and workers' fringe ben-
efits." . . 
In a telegram to Governor 
Cuomo, Kemp said, "But Federal 
cuts even a more urgent priority 
than before. New York suffers 
from the highest, most econom­
ically destructive, and most 
onerous state taxes in the coun­
try. I agree with Senator Moyni-. 
han that when it comes to taxes 
'We are first; there is no sec­
ond.' Can a'nyone seriously 
deny that New York's high state 
tax rates are the greatest im­
pediment to a full state employ­
ment economy and that they 
are undermining our competi­
tiveness against states like Con­
necticut and New Jersey with 
much lower income tax rates? 
New York State and Business 
Council President R!iymond T. 
Schuler was absolutely on the 
mark when he said that 'an ex­
cessive personal income tax is 
already New York's greatest 
single disadvantage in compe­
tition for jobs and busine·sses 
with other states.'•" 
"Yet, unless immediate ac­
tion is taken," said Kemp, "our 
State tax burden will increase 
even more. At the same time 
that Federal taxes will decline 
on New Yorker's by $1.6 billion 
next year, New York State taxes 
will rise by between $2.0 and 
$2.4 billion, and the City will 
reap a $300 million windfall.be­
cause of the linkage between 
Federal and State/local taxes. 
On the federal level the loss of 
various deductions will be 
offset by much lower tax rates, 
but at the State and City level 
taxes will increase dramati-
cally, unless tax rates are also 
reduced." 
Kemp also said in his tele­
gram to Governor Cuomo that: 
"Moreover, the reduction of 
federal tax rates will make New 
York's high State tax rates 
stand out more than ever like a 
sore thumb. The brunt of every 
additional New York State and 
local tax dollar will be mag­
nified by up to 44 percent, 
further exacerbating our com­
petitive position and putting 
even more pressure on New 
York State officials to provide 
some measure of relief to our 
hard-pressed State taxpayer." 
"To counter the automatic 
New York State tax increase 
and remedy the side effect of 
lower federal tax rates on New 
York State tax deductibility, I 
call on every New York State 
official to heed the calls of des­
peration and anger of our 
State's working taxpayers. New 
York's State tax windfall must 
be given back to the people by 
lowering State tax rates, not 
through a one shot tax rebate, 
but through a permanent State 
tax rate reduction for all citi· 
zens. We must cut New York 
State taxes by at least 30 ·per• 
cent across the board and elimi­
. nate the tax distinction between 
capital and labor income. A 
New York State tax initiative 
can complete this round of fed­
eral ·tax .reform, and offer the 
promise of a new era of growth 
and prosperity for New York." 
TAP application available in Spanish may also be obtained 
Spanish. This should encour- by writing to NYSHESC 
age more Hispanic students to The New York State Higher 
apply for the kinds of financial Education Services Corpora-
assistance they sorely need." tion is the stat~ government 
The Spanish-language trans· student financial aid agency. 
lation of the Student Payment Last year, HESC provided $1 .5 
Application also contains the billion in aid to New York State 
revised TAP award schedules students, in the to.rm of grants 
for undergraduate and and scholarships and through 
graduate students, reflecting the guarantee of educational 
funding increases approved by loans. · · 
the state legislature and Gover-
nor Cuomo- during the 1986 
legislative session. 
~nother HESC publication, THEP~RD: 
"Usted Puede, Pagar Por Sus Es-
tudios Universitarios," ("You 
Can Afford College") has be~n 
available in Spanish since 1981. 
This brochure describes the 
most widely-used state and fed­
eral student aid programs, and 
offers advice to students and 
415 Snmlla i\YntllC. Salle 62 
New l'orll. Nn,· l'olil 10001 
parents about the financing of 
a postsecondary education. (212) 59H696 (201) 623-3363 Free copies, in English or 
Practitioners, Students Attend 
13th Annual lnt'I Law Coilf. 
-,y Sheila Hughes Rodriguez 
Students from all over the 
United States gathered in 
Washington, D.C. two weeks 
ago for the 13th Annual Interna­
tional Law Weekend. The con­
ference, which was held on the 
campus of the Georgetown 
University Law Center, was 
sponsored by the Washington 
Regional Council of Interna­
tional law Societies. 
The program · began on Fri­
day, October 17·with a panel of 
attorneys who practice in the 
field of international law. The 
panelists included: Stephen M. 
Boyd, an atto'rney with Bryan, 
Cave, McPheeters & McRob­
erts; Timothy L. , Dickin-
. son, an attorney with Gibson: 
Dunn &Crutcher; Larry Garber, 
the director of the International 
Human Rights Law Group; Will ­
iam W. Gearhart, the assistant 
g~neral counsel for the Interna­
tional Trape Commission; and 
Jack O'Brien, the general coun­
sel at NASA. 
In the afternoon, small 
groups of students met infor­
mally with attorneys from vari­
ous private law firms; govern­
ment agencies, international 
organizations, and ptivate law 
groups. This writer met with 
representatives from NASA 
and the Export-Import Bank of 
the United States. Although 
funding has been suspended 
for NASA's summer legal in­
ternship program, the progam 
will continue to be open to ap­
proximately four law students 
on a volunteer basis. Budget 
constraints were also experi­
enced firsthand while visiting 
the Export-Import Bank - the 
government just happened to 
shut down at 12 p.m. on Friday. 
This presented a rare opportu­
nity to see the entire Export-Im­
port Bank being run by nine 
people, one of whom was meet• 
ing with us. 
On Saturday, students heard 
panelists discuss ·the Interna­
tional Court of Justice's influ­
ence on international law in the 
context of the Nicaragua case. 
Featured speakers were Peter 
Olsen, the assistant legal ad­
visor for Inter-American Affairs 
at the Department of State; and 
Professor Abram Chayes, who 
argued before the ICJ on behalf 
of Nicaragua. 
For those interested in similar 
upcoming events, information 
can be obtained through the In­
ternational Law Society. 
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Editorials: 
The Bond Act that Just 
Enough People Knew About 
A cleaner environment and the creation of more jobs - that's what 
New York State residents can look forward to as a result of the recently 
pas~ed $1 .45 billion Environmental Quality Bond Act. In addition to clean­
ing up the environment, state officials predict that the Act will produce 
long term economic benefits because cleaner areas will induce economic 
growth. 
The Act provides for $1.45 billion to be raised through the sale of general 
obligation bonds. Most of this revenue, $1.2 billion, will be dedicated to 
cleaning up inactive hazardous waste sites. Both Erie and Niagara Counties 
have some of the worst toxic waste sites in the state. Currently, there are 
117 dumps in Erie County and 99 in Niagara County. 
Now for the disturbing news. While voters approved the Act oy a 3-to-1 
margin in Erie County and a 2-to-1 margin in Niagara County, only 33 
percent of those registered to vote actually did so. One may argue that 
turnout was actual ly high in light of a telephone survey conducted by the 
New York Public Interest Research Group. NYPIRG's survey results indi­
cated that while 80 percent of those QU!lstioned favored the Act, only 15 
percent had prior knowledge of it . This is incredu lous, to say the least. 
But the voting citizen ry can only be made to shoulder part of the blame. 
For, while people have an obligation to glean information, the media have 
an obligation to provide it. While area crises like Love Canal should cause 
people to monitor environmental issues especially closely, local media 
provided relatively scant coverage. Thus, blame must be shared in this 
case. 
Fortunately, the Act passed. And, whil e preventive measures like tighter 
environmental controls on companies·shou ld continue to be given primary 
emphasis, the value of curative measures like this Act cannot afford to be 
overlooked . The war against toxic wastes niust be fought on both fronts. 
But it is only through the combined efforts of the media, and an informed 
and active citizenry; that the war can be won. 
Stop Loan Money to Chile 
The current situation in Chile is eerily similar to the world depicted by 
George Orwell in his novel 1984. There is forced attendance at pro-Pinochet 
rallies while omnipresent loudspeakers futilely bleat the dictator's name. 
Certain workers are chosen to carry signs bearing messages which none 
of them profess, but would never dare to criticize. 
Thirteen years ago, when Pinochet took power, the universities of Chile 
were "cleansed " of all individuals who looked as though they might pose 
a threat to the dictatorially-imposed way of thinking - the government's 
first steps toward eliminating " thought crime.-'' Now "thought crimina ls" 
are locked away with little hope of ever being released. Their worst fears 
are brought to life in the form of brutal and inhuman torture sessions. 
Even Winston Smith 's most terrifying fear, of being attacked by rats, is 
being hideously restaged in the "Room 101 's" of Chile's prison system. 
Government surveillance is expected and accepted. It reaches even as 
far as the confines of churches, where volunteers are sent messages al ­
most daily confirming that they are being watched. 
Yet there are atrocities in Chile which even Orwell might not have anti ­
cipated . Often when a woman has a baby at a Chilean hospital, the baby 
is held as collateral until the woman can pay her hospital bills. Towns 
are stormed regularly by government troops. Sometimes ail of the men 
are rounded up and taken to a field where they are questioned for eight 
hours. If fires have been set as barricades against the military, towns­
people, usually children, are forced to put out the fires with their hands 
and other parts of their bodies. The troops have begun carrying portable 
electro-shock devices to use for crowd-control. 
All of these blatant violations of human rights could potentially be 
stopped. Essentially, all that is needed is for the United States to stop 
backing loans to the Chilean government. Although the money is intended 
to go towards helping feed and care for the Chilean people, it is really 
being funneled straight to the military, which keeps Pinochet in power by 
keeping the people in a constant state of fear. There are signs that 
Pinochet's power could be waning . Some reports say that one or more 
arms of his military are beginning to lean politically to the left, and it is 
evident that young men, after ending their mandatory terms of military 
service, are forming left-wing anti -government groups. At least 11 under­
ground pol.itical parties currently exist. But despite these relatively positive 
signs, Pinochet sti lls maintains a tight hold on the population of Chile. 
The only thing that can loosen it is for the United States to help stop the 
flow of loan money to South America's Big Brother. 
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The Opinion Mailbox 
Opinion Parodies Lauded ,, 
letter to the Editor of The Opin­
ion: 
The last edition of The Opin­
ion was a pleasant and wel­
cor:ne surprise. I'm happy to see 
that th'e staff of · The Opinion 
saw it fit to satirize the Law · 
School .even though it was not 
April Fool's Day. Itwas refresh­
ing to read about the movies: 
"The Buffalo Law Dean Mas­
sacre," "Tax Guys,• "Canuck 
Dundee,'' "Out of Animals,"' 
and especially, the Fred 
Konefsky "Get With The 'B0's 
' 
Hair Style Contest. . 
After participating in the 
"Law Revue" show for the last · 
two years, joining many others 
in proml>tingt.aw School satire, 
I think poking fun at ourselves 
is healthy to the school's sense 
of community. If one were to sit 
and think , about it, there is 
plenty of humor in Law School 
traditions ·such as: Moot Court 
oral arguments, the · "Law· Re­
view," Ethics lectures, the SBA, 
dozens of rambling class dis­
cussions, memorable student 
. 
comments in class, recent 
course offerings, Section· 3, 
"studying" in the library, fa'u're­
cruitment 'interview$, and of 
course, the performances' of 
many of our professors . . ~ ' 
Sure, Law Schoo.I ,is generally 
a serious undertaking, but ho·w 
many people at other ·. law 
schools can claim they are hav­
ing fun while learning ·how to 
be lawyers? By the way, w,hat 
"look" did Fred win in the 
Konefsky Hair Style Contest? 
· David Brown 
Fall Exam Schedule -Blasted 
Editor: on Christmas Day. The prospect brate Christmas, Ms. · Girth, 
I would like to supplement of putting up my Mom's tree please hang this in your stock­
Dana Young's open letter to the Christmas morning doesn't ing Christmas Eve. 
administration by asking Mar­ upset me half as much as won­ Paul Prentiss, 
jorie Girth: who's best interests dering if I'll be stranded by a Second Year Student 
were considered when exams Buffalo snowstorm. If you cele-
were being scheduled? ·Ms. 
Young wrote about the impor­ Make Presentation or Foldtance of being home early for 
Christmas. My concern in­ SBA Conference Funding Policy 
volves getting home safely. It 1. Students must request 
seems awfully short sighte,d to SBA funding for a conference 
subject those of us who live as or seminar before attending 
far away as Long lsla·nd to drive such a function. 
10 hours (the last two inescap­ 2. Students should try to ob­
ably involve bumper to bumper · tain funding from.other sources 
traffic) on the 24th, especially in the following order: 
after having given up regular a) a club or organiz'ation 
sleep during finals. Add to this whose activities are related to 
Western N·ew York's snow (re­ the subject matter of the confer­
member last December?) and ence; 
lousy driving conditions and b) the SBA; 
we'll be lucky if we arrive home c) the Administration . 
3. SBA funds granted to stu­
dents to offset costs of aconfer­
ence or seminar will be dis­
bursed after a student has re­
turned and done something to 
share the knowledge gained at 
the event with the rest of the 
Law School community. Exam-
ples of such communication 
may include but are not'limited 
to: 
a) an article in The Opinion; 
b) a library display; 
c) an informal presentation. 
''The !Joy Mechanic''Scolded 
Editor: 
Once again, the Boy 
Mechanic has managed to do 
what he seems to do best: ruffle 
feathers. I am not going to 
criticize any one of his columns' 
in particular. I am more concerned 
with Mr. O'Shaughnessy's phil­
osophy - his way of life. 
Mr. O'Shaughnessy iden­
tifies with the "lumber jack" 
type of persona - flannel 
shirts, pool halls, and chewing 
tobacco - with no regard to 
Miss Manners' Guidance to Ex­
oruciatingly Correct Behavior. 
That is his choice. It does not 
make him any less of a human 
being. Why, then, does Mr. 
O'Shaughnessy feel a burning 
desire to criticize those who do 
not belong to that "elite" circle 
of lumber jacks? 
I use a hairdryer at least once 
a day. I also wear .some 
makeup. A few months ago 
some friends and I went camp­
ing. We brought hairdryers and 
makeup. Ditt_o for the beach. We 
are not shallow. According to 
Mr. O'Shaugnessy, people who 
are concerned with their looks 
'are shallow. This overboard 
generalization wipes out a 
major section of the population. 
Appearance does. not 'deter­
mine depth of personality. Such 
a standard is unreasonable. 
Commentary by Shelly Rice 
World Peace Within 
by $helley Rene Rice 
One of UB Law School's dis-
tinctive and fine qualities is its 
diversified student body. Stu-
dents come from many types 
of backgrounds and bring many 
ideas, perceptions, and experi-
ences with them. We come 
from different areas of the East 
and West Coasts; rural, urban, 
and suburban; and from differ-
ent countries, continents, and 
colonies. Our cultures, ethnic, 
socio-economic, religious, and 
political affliations have had an 
impact on our personalities. 
Our Law School is virtually a 
microcosmic model of the 
world community. Y\forld peace 
is within our reach . Our Law 
School experience can help us 
formulate a better approach to 
indi_viduals who at first glance 
seem so foreign and incom-
prehensible. Even though a fel -
low student may look a little dif-
ferent, talk a little different, and 
have been raised .in a different 
manner, if you get to know 
them, you might realize you 
have. common hobbies, recrea-
tional activities, and ideas. 
Why is it we have not, seem 
unable to approach, or do not 
care to approach people who 
possess characteristics we are 
not familiar with? Where did 
our prejudices, biases, likes, 
and dislikes come from? Fear? 
One isolated experience? 
, Newspapers? TV? Movies?· 
Hearsay? Colleagues, hearsay 
' evidence is rarely admissible. 
Have you ever gone to a 
movie and thought it was great 
. or not so great and some "well 
knowri" ·.critic thought dif-. 
ferently? The review or critic of a 
book or movie will be good or 
' bad depending on who reviews 
it. Read and check out people 
yourself. Make your own evalu­
ations. Do. you feel one is jus­
tified to prejudge you before 
they know anything about you? 
If you don't, maybe the other 
'person doesn't want to be pre­
judged either. · 
As attorneys, in memoranda 
and other legc1i writing, we are 
supposed to be :>bjective, able 
continued on page /5 
I understand that the Boy 
Mechanic sets out to an­
tagonize various groups of 
people by taking potshots at 
them in his column, vyhere sar-· 
casm runs rampant. A bit of 
tongue-in-cheek s~ire is okay, 
,but~-constant battery of insults 
becomes annoying and offen­
sive. Mr. O'Shaughnessy 
should become more open­
minded and less concerned 
with his own hostility towards 
the genteel. Why criticize a bar 
because its customers wear 
Polo shirts and nice watches? I 
just don't understand. I'm 
going to go polish my nail~. 
Sharon J. Fine 
·Prof. Suggests 
Novel Protest 
Gentlemen : 
I was appalled to lea~n (from 
your October 29 issue) about 
the administration's decision to 
establish · faculty-only wash­
rooms. Though I am myself a 
faculty member, a cursory look 
at my grades over the years will 
show that, in matters of .this 
kind, 1·a1ways favor the student 
side, on principle. It will come 
as no news to. you that I think 
this new policy ..is not only im­
moral and illegal, but unconsti­
pational as well. I am, however, 
disappointed at the counter­
measures which, according to 
your story, various student 
groups are contemplating. 
They strike me as the typically 
gutless and ineffectual moves 
of knee-jerk liberalism. I think -
that, under the circumstances, 
only one collective response, 
ca·n be meaningful and effec­
tual: a shit-in in the President's 
office. 
Sinc~ely, 
Max A. Wickert 
Associate Professor of English 
• • 
••••• 
• 
1 
The B~y M~chanic . · by Kevin O'Shaughnessy 
University1 · ''"MB11·et1"'•By 6reed 
... . . • 
"I w~nt back to Ohio, V:..here 
my. pretty countryside 
h d b ,a een paved down the 
, middle, · ; · · 
b ' - h ya governmentt at had no pride:· ' 
Thef..rmsofO'h" h 'db 
. 
-
., 
, 
, 
10, a een 
,I db h
,rep jlC~ Y s .opp1ng
malls; · · 
-and muzakfilledtheairfrom 
.S tO C heneca uya oga Falls.
•H hey, o, way to go Ohio.,, 
· •My c··,ty w G • 
· . - - as one 
_ . -
sqpg by Chrisse Hynda 
These "hotels" featured Sw,·ss 
Chalet style roofs i·am·med on 
top of prefab condos. The only 
thing new about , these n·eo' -
modem chalets is the invest-
ment capital. 
The place next door, Char1·1e 
Bu_bbles, is sure· to attract the 
patronage of the 
modernchalet-dw. ellers. 
Charlie Bubbles ·,s a restau-
rant/ba_i- . . . or is it a bar/rostau-
" rant? Th1's ·,s the age ot the 
"something" slash "s-om'e-
Chi-Chi's mescaline mosiac men's room . 
It was my first opportunity to 
use the new Millersport/Maple 
ra·mp so I decided to take a short 
trip down Maple Road. I grew 
up several miles from the 
Amherst Campus and hadn't 
driven down Maple RQad since 
I moved into .the city of Buffalo. 
For the next 20 minutes my 
eyes were bombarded with a 
landscape laden with trendy 
franchise overkill, rampant con­
sumerism, and sterile suburban 
sprawl. 
After descending from tt,e 
new ramp, I stopped at the con ­
struction site of The New Res­
idence Inn . A sign claimed, 
"We're building a new type of 
hotel." They have not traveled 
very far down Maple Road. 
Clarification : In an article 
appearing in the October 29 
issue of The Opinion entitled 
"Incoming First Year Class : 
Lower Scores, Fewer 
Women, More Minority Stu­
dents," there was some am­
biguity regarding the Legal 
Methods Program. Students 
~nrolled in this program are 
full-time students. 
The Cutting Edge 
thing." A business has to touch 
all bases in the eighties. Give 
Charlie Bubbles a couple of 
weeks and they will have instal-
led a car wash, a banking center 
and a movie theater. The bar 
area was decorated in the style 
of a nineteenth century New Or-
leans bordello. Several "paint-
ings" of naked, over~eight, 
women (probably madams) 
posed on Roman-style sofas 
(no grapes) hang behind the 
bar. _These women were too 
large for Peter Paul Rubens to 
paint. I am almost certain the 
starvfng artist that was hungry 
enough to "paint" these 
"works" created the "Tiger on 
Velvet" series. The artist is not, 
however, in the same league as 
. . 
' the geniu.s that painted "DogsPl . . 
aymg Cards" or "Dogs Shoot-ing Pool". 
The restaurant was large, 
reminiscent of a K-mart. While I 
was dr'1nk'1ng at the bar, I wa·1ted 
to hear, ''.Attention shoppers,h 
t ere is a blue light special in 
aisle nine!" Charlie Bubbles' 
size and interior design com-b' me to create a style I call
warehouse/whorehouse. 
·After passing undef the new 
ramp, I came upon our beloved 
Amherst Campus and, just 
across the road, the hotel/motel 
jungle: The panache-laden 
Marriott; The Red Roof Inn 
(with its own Swiss chalet style 
roof); The Ha'mpton Inn (it's 
under construction, but don't 
worry, I am sure it will look like 
all the rest); and the Super 8 
Hotel (Does this mean it has 
eight super rooms? Or eight 
super hotels? Is this one of the 
eight? What is super?). 
I was unable to determine 
why there are so many of these 
architectural triumphs directly 
across from the campus. Al­
though I could evision Presi­
dent Sample declaring, "A 
great University needs great 
hotels!" Would you settle for 
"super" Steve? . 
After passing the hotel/motel 
jungle, I crossed over the Thru -
way to the Continental Jour-
ney's End Motel (sounds like 
the title ,to a teenage slasher 
movie that will be opening at a 
cinema further down Maple 
Road, or the title to a Doors 
album . .. or a Jack Kerouac 
novel . . . ). Next, I came upon 
FLgldruckers, {I hamburger 
chain that advertises its wares 
by hanging slaughtered animal 
carcasses in its windows. 
Fuddruckers is over shadowed 
by Dahlkemper's. Dahlkemper's 
is painted the same shade of 
gutless purple that is prevalent 
I 10 More Things to Build on Maple Road I
·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
I• 1. Tommy Van Scoy'.s Dia - culture i • mond Mine 7. Another ramp to nowhere •I 2. Video game parlors 8. Bob's Big Boy/Tall Men's I 
• 3. A drive through carpet Shop •I store 9. Another yuppie restaurant I 
•, 4. A Shoes-R-Us with sports equipment ,• 
• 5. More Pre-Fab cell -block and dead animals on the •I hotels/motels walls. I 
• 6. Another restaurant that 10.' Eight more GCC theatres to •I salute!? a conquered show the same five movies. I 
- .·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-•-= 
.d · Th' on es1gner sweat pants. Is 
colo t t b I d 
r wans o e purp e an 
pink at the same time. The 
"have a n,·ce da ... h't tY arc I ec 1Jre 
is topped off wi,h a light blue 
Icoumns. The store· ·,tself ,·s a0 
glitzy Brand Names. I couldn't 
stay in the store long, its anti-
se f II d · d ·1P 1c sme an m1rrore pI -
lars gave me a headache. I hur-
ried to the ·t I k k' 
ex, , near Y noc mg 
over the artificial Christmas tree 
d' I 
. isp ay. ' .Surrounded by the glitz of 
Dahlkerrtper's, the university 
theatres, and the construction 
site for "prestige" office space, 
is Sweet Home Junior High 
School. In view of its location, 
the school board should 
change the name of its sports 
teams to the "fighting shop-
pers," featuring "coupon" as 
the school mascot. 
The University T1€ater is the 
local dispenser of eighties 
Hollv.wood film making . The 
proprietor's idea of an artistic 
After the theatre, Maple Road 
goes back to franchise restau­
rants and restaurant/bars (Red 
Lobster, Wendy's, Bennigans, 
Chi Chi's). Chi Chi's is my favor­
ite because of its men's room. 
It i.s done in a purple, orange, 
blue and white ceramic til~. I 
call it mosaic . . . its breathtak­
ing. 
I finished my daylight hegira 
(pronounced Hi-gee- Rah!) 
by passing boulevard 
cinema - home of teenage 
slasher movies ... coming 
. soon, Continental Journey's 
End in 3D. I parked in one of the 
spaci.od,s parking lots adjacent 
to Boulevard Mall. The 
Boulevard Mall was one of the 
''first "Land De"'.elopment" pro­
jects on Maple Road. Why is 
this haven for teenagers and 
senior citizens (two segments 
of our society that spend a great 
deal of time being bored and 
frustrated) considered "land 
development?" Malls develop 
film selection would be a Rob 
Lowe Cinema Retrospective. 
We will probably have to wait 
for Dan Akroyd to reprise his 
Leonard Pinth Garnell character 
and present "Bad Brat Pack 
Cinema" , .. tonight "Oxford 
Blues" and "St. Elmo's 
Fire" ... Simply dreadful. 
Win a Date with 
· The Boy Mecha-nic 
Drop•••••a note at the Opinion 
office describing your dream 
date and you could be the 
lucky boy or girl to go out 
with the Boy Mechanic 
(some restrictions apply)_. 
If You Want this Job, Fill this 
The issue of drug testing in 
the workplace has captured 
public attention in recent 
months. This issue has also re-
ceived notoriety right here at 
UB Law School. The topic of the 
Desmond Moot Court Competi-
tion this year is the constitution-
ality of drug testing govern-
ment employees. How have the 
New York courts dealt with this 
controversy? While no prece-
dent has been set, New York 
seems to be narrowly constru-
ing the right of employers to 
drug test employees. 
One of the first decisions 
handed down was Matter of 
King v. McMickens, 501 
N.Y.S.2d 679 (A.D. 1 Dept. 1986) 
in which the urine testing of cor-
rectional •officers were ob-
served by a confidential infor-
mat frequenting a certain drug 
traffld<ing location, and using 
drugs- at this location. They 
ers to undergo a urinalysis drug 
test, Refusing to do so, both of-
ficers were fired . 
The King court held'that com-
pelling these officers to submit 
a urine sample for testing was 
not unconstitutional. While per-
sons have a right to be free from 
unreasonable search and sei-
zure under the Fourth Amend-
ment, this search was not un-
reasonable. As correctional of-
ficers, it was deemed that plain-
tiffs occupied a "sensitive pos-
ition" and were "subject to 
para-military discipline." Under. 
these conditiOflS, and in choos-
ing to become correctional of-
ficers, the court said that ' their 
"reasonable expectation of pri -
vacy as a citi_zen must yield to 
compelling government in-
terests." 
'·Further, t_he court in this case 
decided that "probable cause," 
the standard conducting a 
Amendment, was not neces-
sary for conducting this search 
since the search was not aimed 
at discovering evidence for use 
in a criminal trial. Only a stan-
dard of "reasonable suspicion " 
was necessary in cequiring a 
urinalysis drug test. There was 
reasonable ·suspicion in this 
case based on the informaht's 
observations tbat plaintiffs 
were using drugs. 
The New York Suprerpe 
Co!irt has upheld the "reason'a-
'ble suspicion''' standard, but 
declared unconstitutional, 
another drug testill'lg program 
in the case of Patchogue-Med-
ford Congress.v. Board of Edu-
cation, 505'N .Y.S.2d 888 (A.D. 
2 Dept. 1986). On August 11 , 
Justice Rubin declared uncon-
stitutional a drug testing pro-
gram directed at probationary 
teachers seeking tenure in the 
Patchogue-Medford School 
court held that in balancing the 
teachers ' expectation of privacy 
against the interest in drug test-
ing teachers, _the program was 
invalid. 
More specifically, it was con-
ceded that a board of education 
has a legitimate interest in over-
seeing its employees and in 
making sure that a teacher is 
capable of safeguarding and 
- supervising his or her students. 
However, this interest was no't 
compelling enough to justify 
drug testing teachers· absent 
'some reasonable suspicion of 
drug · use. It was also pointed 
out that the nature of the teach-
ing profession was not one in 
which the use of controlled sub-
stances would "ordinarily pose 
situations fraught with imminent 
and grave consequences to 
public safety." Even in those 
situations where drug ' use 
would threaten public safety 
boredom and frustration . .. 
read somewhere that the Uni­
versity plans to build a[l on­
campus mall. At last the Mapl~ 
Road march of greed reaches 
the campus. We don 't want stu­
dents; we want consumers! 
Hey, ho, way to go, Buffalo. 
by Dana Young
Jar 
ing was impermissible in the 
"absence of an articulable basis 
for suspecting that the public 
employee is using illegal 
drugs." 
Thus, the standard upon 
which the search could be 
based in Patchogue was that of 
" reasonable suspicion" . Since 
there was no reasonable, fac­
tual basis that any of the Patch­
ogue teachers used or had used 
drugs, t'he drug testing' progam 
was deemed unconstitutional. 
The only other case in which 
the Supreme Court of New York 
has addressed this issue is that 
of Caruso v. Ward (N .Y.L.J . 
Aug. 20 at 11 ). This case has not 
been published. However, 
Judge Parness, in his decision, 
invalidated a New York City 
Police Department plan to test 
some of its officers. 
• While few sweeping generali-
were ordered by their employ- sear<;h under · the Fourth District in New York State. The the court noted that urine test- c'onti1111eJ on page 15 
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The 
SBA Briefs ~ . ·by Brett Gil~~ 
Buffalo··Model Runnei--·U·p in Parking Contest 
following memorandum 
wassentbySBAPresidentBrett 
Gilbert to Law School faculty 
members on November 4. 
TO: All Faculty 
Members 
RE : SUNY/Buffalo's 
Parking Problem 
As you know. our University 
has recently undergone a 
period of expansion here on the 
Amherst Campus. This expan-
sion has h'it close to the Law 
School with the addition of Park 
and Jacobs Halls right next 
door. Of course, with expansion 
comes all of the . problems 
created with the necessity of 
additional support services. 
The current parking dilemma is 
one such problem that has be-
come acute over the last year. 
As you also know, Vice Pres-
ident Edward Doty has recently 
taken it upon himself to attempt 
to alleviate our parking problem. 
Mr. Doty unilaterally decided to 
set aside a number of parking 
lots on theAmherst Campus for 
faculty/staff use only. This deci-
sion was in direct opposition to 
a recent Faculty Senate report 
which recommended against 
restrl·cted park1·n· g. Even more 
recently, the Faculty Senate re-
commended that a University• 
Wide Task Force be assembled 
to study our parking dilemma 
Desperately 
Seeking You 
For Yearbook 
The Year~ook Needs You'! 
How many times have you 
heard someone say : "Wasn't 
the yearbook great!"; "Boy, I'm 
glad Victor put the yearbook to­
gether"; or "We should have a 
yearbook every year." Well, de­
spite substantial positive re­
sponse to last year's yearbook, 
there is a good chance it will 
not be repeated. 
It's the same old story; plenty 
of folks talk but few are willing 
to act. We had one major ,actor· 
last year in Victor Siclari. Most 
would concede that without his 
effort we wouldn't have had a 
yearbook. This year a few of us 
have committed ourselves to 
the effort but we need more 
people. 
If enough students are willing 
ManhattanD.A. ComesA-Courtin' 
by Amy Sullivan 
John Elmore, assistant dis­
trict attorney of New York 
County visited UB Law School 
in an effort to recruit students 
for summer internships, as well 
as permanent positions with 
the Manhattan office. 
The New York County District 
Attorney's Office is charged 
with the responsibility for in­
vestigating and prosecuting 
crime in the county of New 
York. The office has three main 
areas of responsibility which in­
clude : trial litigation, appellate 
litigation, and investigations. 
The office investigates and pros­
ecutes over 100,000 criminal 
cases per year. Robert Morgen-
thau, the district attorney, has 
over 400 assistants, along with 
a support staff of 500 consisting 
of paralegals, investigators, de-
tectives, and clerical workers. 
The trial division has the re-
sponsibility for-the prosecution 
of street crime. There is also a 
variety of investigative and 
_specialized trial bureaus: The 
John Elmon• chat.,· with law .1·t1ulents . 
cases involved with these 
bureaus are more long-range 
and complex in character. 
These four bureaus include the 
Special Prosecutions Bureau, 
the ' Narcotics Bureau, the 
Rackets Bureau, and the Frauds 
Bureau. 
fag• ten The Opinion November 12,• 1_~86 
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and that restricted parking 
should end, at least until th,e re-
commendations o'f the Task 
Force are published. To date, 
neither Mr. Doty nor President 
Sample seem responsive to 
these recommendations. 
Our Law School is premise~ 
on ari amorphous concept 
known as the "Buffalo Model." 
If the Buffalo Model means any-
thing, I·think, it means that tac-
ulty and students are working 
together towards a common 
goal as partners. We recognize 
our task to be of a collective 
sort, not one which requires a 
rigid hierarchy of power. In my 
opinion, this is the most sign if-
icant aspect of the Buffalo 
Model and it is that which has 
mc!de every day of my stay here 
a pleasant one. We simply can-
not let the mutual respect we 
have for each other slip be-
tween our fingers. 
I ask you now to reaffirm your 
commitment to . the Buffalo 
Model and to the principles 
which make our Law School so 
unique. I ask you to support.the 
concepts of due process and 
collective decision making, and 
to recognize that if we are to 
find ·a solution to our parking 
problem, we must do it to-
gether, without a solution being 
· 
imposed upon us, We must 
show the administration in 
-Capen Hall that students and 
faculty are willing to work to-
gether. . 
I have taken the liberty of 
drafting the attached letter to 
Vice President Doty. It concerns. 
his solution to our parking 
problem. I believe it expresses 
well the principles and ideas I 
have been speaking of and I 
hope the letter expresses your 
viewpoint as well. 1 ask you. to 
read and think about the letter 
and to sign and return it to me 
via the SBA mailbox in the third 
floor mailroom. I will then for-
ward all . of the letters to \Yice 
President Doty and President 
Sample. By taking this step, I 
hope to show the University 
Administration that, at least-
within the Law School, faculty 
and students are united con- -
cerning this problem.· 
It is time to publicly assert the 
principles which many of us be-
lieve in; it is time to publicly as-
sert that which we have pas-
sionately argued for in the 
classroom for so long. Please 
join law students in their fight 
to have the voices of both tac-
ulty and students alike heard 
within the walls of Capen Hall. 
Thank you. 
The Victor Siclari Memorial Yearbook . 
it happen. Whether you have ' 312 or with me (box #710) as 
experience or not, we need to put in a small but.consistent 
your contribution. I have no amount of time, we can .make 
yearbook experience but I do soon as possible. If we get or­
have organizing experince. ganized quickly, we will not be 
That's what I am willing to con­ time-constrained too much or 
tribute. How about you? be lumped with alot of work in 
Leave your name and mail­ the spring. Jack Luzier 
box number with Marie in room SBA Vice President 
The ApAeals : Bureau has 
quite a ·good reputation for the 
quality of its oral and written 
advocacy. • 
The office · conducts a ten 
week internship program for 
first and second year law stu­
dents, beginning in early June. 
·F ' l L tt t V p DotyQCU ty e er .0 • . •d b SBA p "dpenne .. y ' resl ent._ 
Dear Vice President Doty, ily resolved if all can have a 
As a concerned member of voice in a proposed solutfon. I 
the Faculty of La_w and Jurispru- believe that if this principle is 
dence, I am writing iri reference extended to ,he University at 
lo our Uniyersity's acute park- large, many of the solutions to 
ing problem. I express my our problell}_can be less painful 
thoughts. on this issue because to all of those affected. 
I find it.of deep concern to both With the tradition of the But-
law students· and faculty alike . . _falo Model in mind, I ask you to 
To briefly anticipate my conch~-
sion, I respectfully ask that you 
reconsider your decision to 
ma'intain restricted faculty/staff 
parking lots and that you give 
time to the University-wide 
Task Force so that it may arrive 
at its own recommendations. 
We in the Law School take 
great pride in our tradition of 
cooperation and mutual re-
spect between faculty and stu-
dents. Our tradition, colloqui-
ally known as the "Buffalo 
Model," encourages all of us to 
wor k together to solve commu-
nity problems. This philosophy 
also reaches into the class-
room, often resulling in a study 
f It t · mea s of contI·1cto a erna Ive n 
resolution. Law students and 
faculty understand that ·many 
problems are more satisfactor-
reconsider your decision to· 
maintain restrictive faculty/staff 
parking lots until the Univer-
sity-Wide Parking Task Force 
has, the opportunity to recom-
mend its own solutions to our 
parking problem. If we as a Uni-
versity are to achieve long-term 
solutions to this problem, all _of 
us, faculty, staff, and students 
must be included in the deci-
sion making process. Without 
this solidarity, any solution is 
sure to be only an obstacle to 
improved relations between 
constitutency groups. 
Thank you for your time and 
attention, and I loo~ forward to 
seeing a satisfactory resolution 
of this Un'iversity-wide prob-
lem. · 
Sincerely; . 
Professor of Law 
Conference Funding Policy: 
"Share the Knowledge" First 
by Jack Luzier 
SBA Vice President 
Just a brief reminder to the 
officers, directors, etc. of all 
SBA funded Law School organi­
zations that By-law 13 of the 
SBA ·constitution requires all 
funded groups to make a· pres­
. entation to the SBA Board of Di­
rectors on the status and ac­
tivities of _their group once a 
semester. Failure to comply 
with this requirement could 
jeopardizi fut~re funding for 
the group and at the le,ast could 
make things very difficult for' 
that group at budget time. 
The dates for the rest of the 
Board meetings this semester 
are posted on the SBA bulletin 
board and ori the office door. 
Those desiring to make their 
presentation should inform an 
SBA office~ a~ least one day be­
fore the next scheduled meet­
ing. The last meeting this 
semester will be Wednesday, 
December 3 . . 
•OllffmlliA•-.Slllte6J 
New Y-. New Yllll 10001 
(UJ) ,M-3696 {JOI) 6:15-55'3 
Interns' duties include re­
searching and writing appellate 
and trial briefs, preparing wit­
nesses for grand jury represen­
tations, hearings, and trials, 
and second-seating assistant 
D.A.'s on trials. The intern re­
ceives a $100 per week 
stipened, yet this may be sup­
plemented with workstudy 
funding and fellowships. 
First and second year stu­
dents interested in the program 
should send a cover letter and 
rqsume to Ms. Una Murray. The · 
address is District Attorney of 
the County of New York, One 
Hogan Place New York, New 
York 10013. 
Permanen~ positions for as­
sistan~ D.A.'s are committed to 
a three year appointment in 
serving the office. These indi­
viduals are selected solely on. 
the basis of merit. The average 
starting salary in 1986 was· 
$24,000 for law school 
graduates not yet admitted to 
the bar. The ·salary for newly­
admitted . attornevs · was 
$25,000. Elmore pointed out, "If 
you want to be a good trial at­
torney, this is the place to be." 
After the initial three year ap­
pointment, many attorneys go 
ori to practice in large private 
firms. 
There are four stages in the 
interview process. The first is 
the initial interview, followed 
by a panel interview with five 
- members of the staff. The third 
interview is given by an execu­
tive assistant D.A. Finally., if the 
interviewees have been suc­
cessful, the last interview -is 
with Robert Morgenthau him-­
self. Elmore highly recom­
mends being ·prepared for 
these interviews. Two of his­
suggestions included reading 
office literature and discussing 
current issues and cases of New 
York law with a constitutional 
or criminal law professor. 
Elmore concluded by stating, 
"The New York County District 
Attorney's Office is a fine place 
to work with friendly, interest- . 
Ing people." _ 
-/ 
Persistence Pays OtTfor Mets Fans at SheaStad. 
by David Gugerty . 
While sitting ih an interview 
on Long Island's North Shore 
recently, I decided to try to get 
into a World Series· game with 
the greatest ticket beggar oh 
the East Coast. This avid Met/ 
Oriole fan got his training riding 
running • boards outside Balti­
./ more's Memorial Stadium. He 
would find parking spaces for 
fans and occasionally beg an 
extra seat off them. 
Over the years, my father has 
pas~ed the art onto my four ' 
brothers and myself. It has been 
a,n enjoyable apprenticeship. 
) We snuck into Willie Mays night 
) 1•' ,at Shea in the third inning. We . 
successfully scavenged Bronx 
parking lots when Yankee 
Stadium .was hopelessly sold 
out. We got three of the last 
bleacher seats wh~n Reggie 
was aiming for his youth 
homer. The list goes on but the 
1986 edition has to stand out as 
our ultimate coup. 
In the face of horror stories 
regarding $300 a seat scalper 
prices. Earl (my father looks 
just like Weaver) arid I headed 
for Shea a mere two hours be­
fore g·ame time. We arrived in 
the middle of the chaotic, elec·-
. tric atmosphere which gripped 
the ballpark. The Goodyear 
blimp was over.head, choppers 
buued in and out of Shea's 
lights while the commentaries 
of Vin, Joe and Sparky filled the 
parking lots. This was THE 
SERIES, you could feel" it. 
~started begging. And I 
mean begging because Earl 
was offering 30 bucks a ticket, . 
$50 tops. Most people either 
convulsed with laughter or told 
us to seek professional help. 
Undeterred, we gave each 
other pep talks as we ·main­
tained our constant chatter of 
"Need one ticket here, who's 
selling one?" 
The lo~ point in our excur­
sion· came when the crowd 
noise indicated the first put out 
by the Mets. We ticket beggars 
. are an optimistic lot. However, 
we felt truly defeated this time 
as the scalpefs prices had 
dropped a measly $50 in the 
first inning. We headed for our -
car and the Long Island Ex­
pressway. 
On the way I noticed a large 
crowd cheering on the subway 
platform outside the stadium. It 
hit me. These people weren't 
begging scalpers· as we had 
been; they liad their tickets and 
were enjoying Ron Darling's 
pitches. So I said to l;arl, "Let's 
get ours." ljis Irish eyes lit up 
as he recalled an article he had 
read describing these little 
known Hone dollar seats. ff We 
popped our token in the 
-turnstile and- stationed our-
selves on the platform's steps. 
Being six feet tall, we had no 
difficulty seeing over the 
mostly youllg boys who were 
already there. One sensed im­
mediately that these were true 
Met fans. There was a chemis­
try amongst those peculiar to 
bleacher fans. They may have 
. been multi-racial but one thing 
was evident, they were not 
from different social classes. 
These guys hadn't been beg­
ging seats because th·ey clearly 
didn't have the $30 or $50 which 
we had to offer the scalpers. 
Perhaps this fact explains the 
elation these people felt at 
bei"Rg ·able to peer into Shea 
and get an unobstructed view 
of their idols. lhere "Let's Go 
Mets" chants seemed to be 
their way of thanking whoever 
it was that had brought this 
miracle upon them. 
It was truly a baseball fan's 
dr~a~ to watch the · close 
pitcher's duel which was game 
one from these "seats." Louie, 
standing to my right, though it 
was a ·shame the game was lost 
on an error. But game aside, it 
was the harmony which existed 
.Cheap Beer Review by Kevin O'Shaughnessy 
BRAND PRICE* STREET SLANG SLOGANS 
Old Milwaukee $2.59 
Busch $2.99 
Meister Brau $2.39 
Strohs $3.39 
Schmidts $2.29 
-
"O.M.'s", "Oil Spills" 
"Buuushhhh"-said like 
··Hoyt Axton . 
"Mister Booze", Herr 
Beer", "Moist Brow", 
"Unter Mensch" 
"Blows" 
unprintable but easily 
deduced 
' 
"It doesn't get any better 
than this." 
"Head forthe Mountains." 
"Great beer taste, with­
out great beer prices." 
"Looks like a Stroh Light 
Night." 
"To taste it is to love it." 
"A mans beer.". 
COMMENTS: Old· Milwaukee is far and away the official beer of off-campus ~ousin~. _Its low 
price and unpretentious ta.ste make it the f!1 ch?ap beer i_n this ?,rea. E_ven ~~e1r t~lev1s10~ ads 
are understated. Old Milwaukee's not great, you re not going to have It all, but It d_oesn t get 
any better." Busch isn't bad, but its taste doesn't l_egitimize its' higher price. As for Meister Brau, 
I'd rather buy Budweiser. Unless Strohs _and Schm1dts are on sale, only the stron_a__est of stomachs 
should tackle these two. 
Up and comers and old reliables,, . _,, 
Milwaukee's Best 
-
$2.09 
Ger:ieseeAle $2.9~ 
Bee.r 
Light 
Goebels $2.19 
My Brother, My Beer , 
"My Brothers" 
"Green Death", 
"Screamers" 
"Jenny", 16oz. "Mortor 
Shells", (Potato Mashe·rs) 
"Jenny Blues"' 
"Joe.Bells, the beer of the 
Swiss Alps' 
COMMENTS: Price and taste m·ake Milwaukee's Best a serious contender for Old Milwaukee's 
Crown. Genesee is a.focal and sentimental favorite. ·I do not recommend the _cream ale. There 
is a reason it is cal.led "Green Death" by Buffalonians. The 16 oz. bottles are s~,11 one of the best 
beer buys in the area. The commercials are a little lame (what d~es Gen_esee _beer have to do 
with owls, rams· and seals?), but it's good to see Curt Gowdy working agam. Drmk Goebels only 
in your. foulest moods. 
· · Beers your father drinks after cutting the grass (while wearing plaid_bermuda 
shorts). 
Hamm's $2.55 "Slams" 
Piels 
Old German 
Red, White and 
Blue Beer 
$2.09 
$1.99 
$2.39 
"Piels Real Bad" 
"Oh,God" 
"Drink,. Spit and Chew" 
between the predominately 
minority, inner city youth and 
their suburban intruders which 
struck me. That night we were 
not high school kids, not 
businessmen, not law stu­
dents; we were baseball fans, 
Met fans. ' 
In the bottom of the sixth our 
· bizarre group made a statemer;it 
which surely wasn't recorded in 
the Times, the Daily News or 
the Post, but which bears re­
peating here. In that inning 
people started leaving Shea 
Stadium. That's right, the score 
was o·-o and here were women 
in fur coats with preppy kids 
and husbands in tow heading 
for their cars. Unbelievable you 
say? That'~ what we thought. 
A young black kid was the 
first one to deliver our collective 
wrath at these heretics. He 
jumped up as high as he could 
on the fence which caged us in 
on the platform and sneered at 
the growing flow of losers. "We 
could have used those tickets 
· you bastards. You're nothing 
. but a bunch of fake fans," he 
screamed. That did it. Within 
seconds the newest of baseball 
chants thundered down from 
the rocking platform: "FAKE 
FANS, FAKE FANS, FAKE 
FANS!" 
NONE 
"The great outdoors in a 
glass." 
Has anyone ever seen a 
Goebels commercial? . 
"From the land of sky blue 
waters." 
"Real draft." 
NONE 
NONE 
COMMENTS: These beers should only be purchased during a national emergency. 
The genteel departers, most 
likely bemoaning the fact that 
their corporate, box seats had 
been useless due to the boring 
0-0 tie, were alarmed to see the 
platform rats banging the fence 
in anger and disgust. Ah, but 
they could rest assured the hun­
dreds of nearby transit cops 
would come to their aid if.need 
be. Isn't that how it works? 
The subway seats were trans­
formed for the last three in­
nings following this uprising. 
Those kids, who look upon Dar­
ryl, l<eith, Gary and company 
with an almost rellgious .rever­
ance, and who had come to the · 
shrine which is Shea all season 
long, had just faced the rich 
head on and let them know 
what they really thought. They 
felt proud and deservedly so. 
Even when the Sox pulled it out, 
these guys remained cc;>nfident 
that the Mets would stiil have 
their meeting with destiny and 
win the Series. 
Those guys turned out to be 
right. So, my advice to the fake 
fans out there is to stay home 
next October and let the Police 
Athletic League distribute your 
once a year passes to one of · 
th.e platform fans. 
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prohibitions and they have 
enormous influence. What is 
prescribed becomes absorbed 
into attitude very quickly and 
has great success because of 
our inherent trust that the state 
knows what it's doing. The de­
gree of law enforcement 
needed is quite minimal." 
To il lustrate the d1:1gree of 
trust Canadians place in the 
government an·d how thor­
oughly prohibitions can be 
accepted, Callwood relayed the 
fact that 85 percent of the popu­
lation supported the use of the 
War Measures Act in 1970. Fol­
lowing two kidnappings in 
Quebec, the government used 
the Act, which suspends habe­
ous corpus, and arrested sev­
eral hundred people in the mid­
dle of the night. Callwood felt 
such a thing would cause " riot­
ing in the streets " if tried in the 
U.S. In Toronto, only 30 people 
turned out to protest. 
Jamie Cameron also expressed 
the theory that Canadians are 
less suspicious of authority 
than Americans, a difference 
she describes to the different 
circumstances accompanying 
the births of the two countries. 
Unlike Canada, the United 
States was born from a revolu­
tion into an intellectual climate 
of distrust of colonial govern­
ment. "This basic theme has 
given rise to certain principles 
embodied in the American con-
>stitution, "observed Cameron, 
pointing to the limits on gov­
ernment, retention of personal 
sovereignty, and the doctrine of 
separation of powers. 
Distrust also marks the Amer­
ican attitude toward the 
· judiciary. Although " nobody in 
the States really supports the 
abandonment of review for pur-
poses ·of prptecting individual 
rights# the fact that "they'd 
argue about how much review 
was appropriate and what the 
appropriate issues would beH 
indicates a feeling that "just as 
you can't ·trust the legislature, 
you can't trust the judiciary." 
On the other hand, Amer­
icans do accept the courts' right 
of review even while question­
ing its limits. Americans would 
"never suggest that the 
judiciary doesn't have a role to 
play in protecting individual 
rights." This is not the case in 
Canada where judicial review 
grew out of " colonial review 
and was restricted to issues of 
federalism and any protection 
of individual rights was inciden­
tal :" Given the history of re­
view, courts have hesitated to 
enter into civil liberty matters 
even when granted the author- , 
ity. 
In 1960, a statutory bill of 
rights went into effect as a re­
sult of the impact of American 
culture and the tendency of 
. Canadians " to look with 
dreamy eyes" atthe post World 
War II activities of the Supreme 
Court here. Canadian cou rts, 
however, were "scared to 
death" to make decisions about 
individual rights. Discontent 
with court inactivity led to the 
Charter in 1982. 
The courts' reaction to the bill ­
of rights has raised questions 
about how effectively the Char­
ter will be enforced. "Once 
again," said Cameron, " our 
courts are scared to death but 
this time they're scared of being 
criticized as they w11re under 
the bill of rights" decisions. 
The Supreme Court and 
lower courts have shown a · 
" surprising" degree of activism 
and intervent{onism whenever 
.Charter arguments have.been 
made. They're like ua kid with 
a shiny new toy. H 
Activi,m on the part of the 
courts raises another concern, 
the threat of courts taking ove·r 
legislative functions. "We don't 
as yet have a.very sophisticated 
understanding of the problems 
of an overinterventionist ju­
iciary usurping power to it­
self" and in essence making 
"countermajoritarian" laws. 
Countermajoritarianism was 
apparently one of the reasons 
for a unique feature of the Char­
ter, an_override provision. "Sec­
tion 33 • essentially says that 
legislatures will be free to over­
ride the provisions of the Char­
ter, " but Cameron felt that exer­
cise of the section wouid . be 
"virtually suicidal" because of 
the prot1:1st it would engender. 
Section 33 is a remnant of 
Parliamentary supremacy, "the 
idea that Parliament can make 
o f unmake any law it wishes." 
"There's nothing problematic 
about it, " said Cameron, "be­
cause of this tremendous faith 
in the ability of the ·<;lemocratic 
p-rocess to produce laws and 
statutes that are wise and serve 
the public welfare." _ 
Canadian history as a British 
colony had c1s much to do with 
the development of faith in au­
thority as American history did 
with creating · the opposite. 
Canada gained a certain au­
tonomy before Confederation 
• in 1867 and ther.efore, "wasn't 
really concerned about colonial 
oppression. " It was believed 
that "individual rights would be 
sufficiently protected by the 
democratic process" after Con­
federation as it was before. The 
only rights· specifically men-
ronlinUN-tiwnp,,,e' I 
'tioned in the' British North · minority like Francophone& in . 
America Act, the act that ·made Canada would receive more 
the confederation, were minor­ protection under a centralist 
ity religion and language rights: statute: .Quebec, where most 
Those were,the only outstand­ French-speaking Canadians 
ing rights problems of the time, live, has stronger protections 
and continue to be important than the Charter. uauebec · 
because of the English and legislation protecting indi­
French populations in Canada. vidual rights, labor legislation 
Edgar Friedenberg addressed and so on, is way in advance of 
in Pl!rt the difference between the rest of Canada," saict 
French and Engl'ish. acceptance Friedenberg. For instance, the 
of the Charter. Quebec has re­ province "forbids discrimina­
fused to sign it, " invoked the tion in employment and hous­
override over the whole Charter ing and ·things l_ike that on 
and it's not in effect in Quebec grounds of sexual orientation." 
right now." Although it would Friedenberg also explai!:1s the 
seem to Americans that j1 c;mtinue_d on page /J 
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doctrine that allowed Canadian However, the Charter fails to 
couris. to avoid.. enf~rcing the provide a basic Constitutional 
1980 bill of rights. The statute prottlQllon because it doesn't 
began with a statementlhat "in have· "any protection against 
Canada there exists and have al­ double jeopardy. The (criminal) 
ways existed certain rights." · code was amended so that an , 
The court interpreted it fo mean appellate court could no longer 
"thant cannot be the intent of sub~titu_te a verdict of g·uilty for 
the bill of rights to confer on · a jury·acquittal, but it can send 
Canadians ri_ghts and freedoms the d_efendant back for a new 
that they have not always en­ trial." 
joyed." The statute was ren­ Different facets of the Charter 
dered useless in attempts to worry David Fraser. Fraser con­
eliminate Sunday closing laws tends that the Charter is an 
and capital punishment; since Americanization and the indi­
Canadians had not always had vidualism of America reflected 
the right to shop on Sundays or in it is at odds with the commu­
be free from the death penalty, nity identity held by Canadians. 
they couldn't claim those rights Canadian culture shouldn't be 
under the bill of rights. discussed as the state or indi­
Another point Friedenberg viduals but as communities of 
made was that the Charter has national origin, like Scottish or 
faults. There's no provision, for French, or regions, like Quebec, 
example, to "get at" corporate or the Atlantic provinces. It's a 
polluters. In this respect, Amer­ sense of comm.unity that makes 
ican ·and Canadian law are in .Canada work, not trust of gov­
agreement. ernment. 
Environme,ntal Bond Act . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.some chemicals cannot be dis­ best technology," Norsworthy 
posed of "any 'other way." He said, and stressed that "cost-ef­
cited mercury-laden sludge and fective" methods are what the 
leac;1 as two examples. "We're chemical industry must pursue. 
working to develop protocols In develo'pi•ng · future 
on cleaning up ·sites with the technologies to assist the con-
"The community is impor-
tant. We're nottal.klng about the 
state, ,we're not talking a~ut 
the individual, ·we're talking 
about how people exist in au- . 
thentic interrelationships in so-
clety and that is a very strong 
force in Canada," said Fraser. 
"W don't trust the state, we 
trust ourselves and our com-
munity." It's a .sense of 
"genuine interconnectedness · 
that makes prohibitions work." 
Noting that the Charter was 
meant to remedy the lack of 
unity in Canada, Fraser said "it 
is a political instrument 111eant 
to unify us as a country and has 
taken on the status of a national 
icon." This is fortunate because 
the existence of a "unifying 
principle flies in the face of 
community experience. Thus 
Quebec, an anti-centralist com, 
monity, resists the Charter and 
views it as something forced on 
them by centralists and anglo-
tinuing cleanup of sites, 
N·orwworthy suggested that a 
· non-biased research institute 
conduct ao "objective, cost-be­
·nefit analy!iis" of · feasible 
technologies, "perhaps insti-
Canadians. 
Fraser-also accused the Char-
ter of embodying a form of 
' "schizophrenia." There are 
"competing visions of what the 
Charter is about .• Those com-
peting visions are the Canadian 
dynamic of community and the 
coun,erideology - the Amer-
. ican ideology of the individual." 
· Both are, reflected in the provi­
sions of the Charter. 
Rebutting Cameron's asser-
tion that use of the override· 
would be "suicidal" Fraser 
brought out ' the fact that the 
provincial government of Sas-
katchewan recently used sec-
tion 33 to force striking govern-
ment employees fo return to 
work. "There hasn't been a rev-
elution in Saskatchewan," the 
populace didn't rise in revolt 
because they supported the 
way the government used the 
override, just as citizens of 
. tuted by the government." And, 
Norsworthy stated, "We' re very 
interested in workipg with the 
State" on this issue. "This is the 
kind of thing where it is impor­
tant not to have extremists on 
. . . . . coniinued '""!' fJll!-'e I:! 
Quebec support their govern­
ment's use ofthe section for dif -
ferent purposes. 
The worst effect -of the Char­
ter is that it imposes a foreign 
concept of rights into a culture 
with a different outlook, and 
forces groups to turn to courts 
to define their rights. It would 
be better, and more Canadian, 
for communities to develop 
"genuine connections" that' 
protect their members rather 
than forcing an outside, 
mechanical package of rights 
.onto them. "It's too bad, " said 
Fraser, "that unions and 
women· and native Canadians 
have to determine their own 
space of authentic community 
by going to a judge and asking 
him to 'please recognize us as 
. · authentic beings', That's the 
legalizing effect of the trans-
position of American rights dis-
course into a foreign culture. 
• • • • . • . . continued from page I -
either side." He asserted that "if 
you really want to minimize the 
impact we have on the environ­
ment, we should ·an walk home 
tonight." 
-
Chile . .. .. ... . .. . . . 
which Pinochet has been in 
power, Chile has been in one of 
those states at all times. 
Pinochet maintains a rigid 
dictatorship in Chile, but it is 
clear that his support among 
the people is essentially 
nonexistent. and he is kept in 
power mainly by U.S. -backed 
loans to the Chilean govern­
ment. Although the United 
States maintains a ·policy which 
bars supporting the giving ·ot 
loans to countries where there 
are "gross and consistent " vio­
lations of human rights, two 
days after Pinochet lifted a 
seven month state of siege, on 
June 16, 1985, the U.S. voted in 
favor of a loan to Chile by the 
World Bank (see New York 
Times, June 19, 1985; sec. IV, 
p. 19). 
Mrs. Alt described a rally held 
by Pinochet two days after the 
__attempt on his life . The rally 
was well-attended, but since a 
majority of_Santiago residents 
work in municipal jobs, and for 
little pay, Pinochet can compel 
them to either attend such ral ­
lies or lose their jobs. Mrs. Alt 
described Pinochet standing on 
a platform in a white suit while 
loudspeakers were · blaring 
" Pinochet! Pinochet! " in an ap­
parent attempt to strike a note 
of solidarity among the people . 
The ploy failed, however, be­
cause no one joined in on the 
chanting . 
Several people at the rally 
were carrying pro-Pinochet 
signs, although half-heartedly. 
Mrs. Alt remarked that the "lack 
of support and · the apathy 
[were] very evident ... we 
were amazed." . 
In order to encourage more 
people to attend his rally, Mrs. 
Alt explained that General 
Pinochet would bring in bus 
loads of people from nearby 
.towns. She described an almost 
pathetic system of large scale 
bribery whereby each towns­
person woul_d be given a single -
shoe as incentive for coming to 
Santiago for the rally. The other 
shoe would be handed out 
upon returning home. Also in­
cluded was a free meal, very 
powerful encouragement in ~ 
country where 70 percent of the 
people are "either unemployed 
or underemployed." 
After the rally Mrs. Alt re­
membered hearing horns honk­
ing and children humming to 
the same 1-2-3 rhythm. She was 
told that the rhythm means "Va 
a caller," Spanish for "He will 
fall." 
Considering the lack of sup­
pOft displayed for Pinochet at 
the rally, it was questioned by 
Mrs. Alt and others whether the 
attack on Pinochet's life two 
days before had actually been 
a "put-up job" by Pinochet him­
self. It was clear that he needed 
sympathy and he needed to 
give the people a reason not to 
demonstrate against him . July 
had been marked by a two-day 
strike by workers all over Chile, 
and September was the month 
of Chile's independence from 
Spain in 1810. It was reasoned 
that the attack was too. well ­
planned, so Pinochet could not 
have been behind it, but the 
general feeling now is that it is 
very possible that Pinochet 
himself was behind the attack 
on his life. 
Although his lack of support 
is evident, Pinochet maintains 
rigid and brutal control over the 
populace. It is not uncommon 
for the military to storm into a 
town.and "shoot it up" simply ­
to instill and maintain a sense 
of fear in the people . 
.... •. · . . . .. ... ... . 
Unfortunately, Pinochet's 
tactics are working, and not 
even the Americans were im­
mune from· the general feeling 
of paranoia . _Upon leaving New 
York City the group was told 
that its hotel room would prob­
ably be bugged. All interna­
tional telephone _calls we·re 
monitored and·subject to being 
disconnected. Also, the group 
had reason to believe that their 
actions were being closely 
monitored by individuals sent -
to keep an eye on the Amer­
icans. 
Mrs. Alt found that the Chilean 
people are very proud. Al­
though reduced to begging be­
cause of unemployment and 
the severe economic condi­
tions, they continue to fight. 
The Catholic Church seems to 
be fighting with them. Seventy­
five percent of the population 
is Roman Catholic, and the 
Church is extremely strong. It 
is, in fact, Pinochet's strongest 
oppostion because he can do 
nothing to limit its power over 
the people. 
One of the Church's biggest 
projects is helping political pris­
oners ar-1d their families. Under 
a state of siege, arrests are fre­
quent and once jailed there is 
very little chance that a prisoner 
will be released . The C~urch is 
trying to help the families of 
these prisoners by teaching the 
women to make crafts which 
they can than sell. Many 
women engage in the produc­
tion of " arpieres," tapestries 
often depicting scenes of 
women who have lost hus­
bands, sons and fathers to the 
prisons. All of the arpieres have 
political · or social messages; 
howevf;!r, any with political 
messl}ges are ·dangerous to 
poss~•. If a home is raided and 
• . • . • • ; . • continued from page I 
politically oriented arpieres are combined." Any money sent by 
found, a prison sentence woutd the World Bank to help Chile's 
be imminent. The arpieres are population is being put into the · 
sold by the Church and all pro­ military to continue oppressing . 
ceeds go to the women who the .people. 
make them . The most promising aspects 
of the factfinders' report is theMrs. Alt remembered a- vid­
extensive work being done byeotape shown to her gIQY.Q....d.e.­
the Roman Catholic and Pen­picting the kinds of torture u·sed 
tecostal Churches within Chile.on prisoners . In a typical torture 
The group encourages . allsession, the prisoner is dis­
American churches and chu.rch robed, tied to a metal bed and 
memb.ers to become aware ofdoused with water. Electrical 
the situation and become in- ' shocks are then sent through 
volved. But the most importanthim for as long_as an hour. A 
recommend~tion is one 
the prisoner to determine suggested by every group the 
whether he is healthy enough 
doctor will be there to examine 
Americans spoke to: end the 
flow of loans to the government 
cently the government, as if at­ of Chile. "The day the U.S. 
tempting to fulfill Orwellian stops loans to Chile is the day 
prophec_y, has begun to use rats 
to withstand some more. Re­
Pinochet loses power," and th~ 
as a means of torture. Chilean people will no longer 
Various Church groups are · have to fear the ever-present 
trying to encourage the·citizens military oppression, Mrs. Alt 
of Chile to participate in non­ sa.id. 
violent anti-government pro­
• PROFESSIONAL tests. However, non-violent TYPESETTINGR protestors are treated exactly 
• OFFSET
-e?'the same, and subjected to the PRINTING 
same tortures, as anti-govern­ • FAST SERVICEs .ment protestors who employ • COMPETITIVE 
more violent methods. As indi­ PRICINGu 
• MANY 
M DIFFERENT cated in the report by the factfinding group, "any dis­ TYPESTYLES Ir 
agreemer:it with governmental PAPERSEpolicy is seen as being subver­ • RESUME 
sive and terroristic." s SAMPLES 
. AVAILABLEThe situation in Clhile depicts 
government at war with its 
people," but the people are WE ARE RESUME PRINTING 
SPEC/AL/SJSIpoor, unemployed, ill -fed and 
CALL US OR VISIT US FOR A 
QUOTATION lOOAYI 
unarmed. The government is 
represented among the people 
by a strong and well-armed 
military which continues to get 
stronger because the govern­
ment continues to receive great 
sums of money. The govern­
ment has "a military budget 
that surpasses the total health, 
education and housing budgets 
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The Cutting Edge ........... .mnrinuedrmmpuge9 
zations can be made from these cided that reasonable suspicion 
recent cases on how New York was present, making ttie search 
State has addressed the drug in question reasonable. This 
testing issue, it seems that the strict view in interpreting what 
courts are requiring that there constitutes reasonable suspi­
be "reasonable suspicion" that cion of drug use may imply that 
an individual is using drugs be­ the courts are not yet willing to 
fore that individual can be approve of drug testing, except 
tested. Further, only one of the in a very limited number of situ­
three cas_es has actually de- ations. 
-
World Peace ..... . .... . ...·... mntinut:dtrompagi:H 
to show and recognize both our approach to our personal 
sides of an argument, and inter­ lives. This may help us in our 
pret information with insight. I law careers, and it may help us 
realize attorneys and law stu­ relax around unfamiliar groups 
dents are human beings (sur­ of individuals. When we get a 
prised?); we suffer from human client from a different culture, 
frailty and . idiosyncracy background, etc., we will be a 
and therefore are not perfect little more comfortable, and 
(gasp). Colleagues, we should ready to listen and objectively 
be developing our ability to be interpret the facts. 
objective, end use the insight Peace within our microcos­
which we acquire through our mic world? Change by discov­
illustrious Law School training ery? World peace? 
and experiences to assist us in 
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